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EVERYTHING

Sea Girt. N. J., July 21. The fifth
regiment of the New Jersey militia
went Into camp here (inlay for one

All

E

Lumbrook. Del.. July 21. The Kirs'
Delaware infantry. National Guard of
Delaware, went into ramp on the Morrow farm, a short distance from here,
today. The site Is considered far superior to that of any previous encampment and offers special advantages for field work and tarcet nrac-tlc-

Parties Thereto

Are Highly Grat-

e.

at Result.

BENJAMIN

WARNER
CELEBRATES BIRTHDAY.
Woodstock, Conn.. July 21. Mr.
Benjamin Warner, the oldest citizen
of Woodstock, Is celebrating his 101st
SANCTIONED BY FIVE STATES birthday today and his friends have
arranged a celebration for this afternoon and evening at which several
thousand of Mr. Warner's friends will
President Castro Appoints be present. Mr. Warner was born In
Providence. R. I., but has lived here
Paul
for more than half a century. His wife
New ,Cabinet-D- r.
whom he had married in 1832. died
Is Premier.
Ave years ago, after thev had celebra
ted their seventieth wedding anniver
sary. His son. Capt. A. G. Warner,
Washington, .July 21 The text of a took part in the civil war and fell at
cablegram received last night at the Ashland. Va. The local Grand Army
navy department from Commander post Is named after him.
Mulligan of the Marblehead Is as fol- WIRELESS TELEGRAPH
lows:
IN THE PHILIPPINES.
"San Jose, July 20. The conference
Washington, D. C July 21 The
has terminated. Treaty of peace has navy department is preparing for the
been signed. Proceed at once to
installation of six or seven wireless
telegraph stations in the Philippine.
LThe navy has one there now, at Ca
GUATEMALA IS HIGHLY
vite, and snortty anotner station win
SATISFIED WITH TREATY he established at San Fernando Poit,
New York, July 21. Dr. Bengoecka, in Northern Luzon. The service is to
consul general of Guatemala in this be gradually expanded.
city, today received a dispatch from
Mr. Mendes, acting secretary of for- SINGERS GATHER IN
ROCHESTER. N. Y.
eign affairs at Guatemala, stating that
Rochester, N. Y., July 21. The anthe terms of the treaty of peace signed yesterday aboard the Marblehead nual convention of the Arbsiter Saen
middle
were most satisfactory and honorable. gerbund of the northern
states, which was formally opened lastt
night
with a reception and commers
SIX LEADING POINTS
WHICH IT CONTAINS for the visiting1 singers, is one of the
best
attended conventions of that or
21. American
Washington,
July
Ministers Merry and Combs today ad ganizatlon ever held. The delegates
aumber
vised the state department that Hon- many more than tour 'Hundred aim
of them are accompanied by
duras. Guatemala and Salvador had
signed the following articles of peace. tnelr wives and families.
This morninz the singers held a re
Article 1 Peace established ; withdrawal of arimes within three days; tiearsal at Oermania hall, at which
Prof. Frank W. Pohl. of this city, was
disarmament In eight days.
Article 2 Exchange of prisoners; the director. In the afternoon a bus
release of political prisoners; general iness session of the delegates will be
held and the grand festival concert
amnesty recommended.
Article 3 Vigilance emigrados In win take place In the evening. An
other business meeting will be held
order to prevent abuse of asylum.
Article 4 To negotiate a treaty of tomorrow morning. The rest of the day
friendship, commerce and navigation win be devoted - to a grand outing at
scnnetzen park.within two months.
Article 6 Any difficulties over the
treaty and all future complaints between the three countries shall be ANOTHER PARTY OF
submitted to arbitration by the president of the United States and the
FLEEING AMERICANS
president of Mexico.
.
Article- 5 This treaty is wade with
the moral sanction of the mediating
nations and others assisting at the
conference, namely: Costa Rica and Frightened From Mexico By
Nicaragua.
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Which Will Open in Brazil's Capital on MoncTay Next Fcr
Program Was Prepared
Session of Six Weeks-Import- ant
Embracing Interests of All American Republics.
VENEZUELA

GOMEZ CABINET NOW
SUCCEEDED BY NEW ONE

Caracas. July 21. President Castro
has appointed a new cabinet in which
Dr. Jose de Jesus Paul is minister of
foreign affairs. The new cabinet succeeds the ministry appointed by
Gomez during his temporary occupancy of the presidency. Dr.
Paul was foreign minister under
Vice-Preside- nt

Gomez.

counters In the bank. The
Benevolent association
contributed to their wants, and Chief
of Police McMlllin listened to their
plaintive story and was In the act of
securing assistance for them, when
he ascertained that thev were Impostors, pure and simple. They were then
Invited to leave on the first train. The
"linger woman said her name was
Nixon, and told that the elderly wom
an was ner mother. Thev left for the
south on a midnight train. They had
added about 115 to their
funds when their nefarious methods
were discovered.

BECAUSE CASTRO OPPOSES

HAS NOT APPOINTED DELEGATES

Meetings Will Be, Held In the Building Which Brazil Had at the St. Louis Fair but After
wards Took It Down. Shipped Back to Brazil and Had
Reconstructed For Present Use.

Rio Janeiro, July 21. The Ameri The Bureau of American Republics! Development of commercial Intercan delegates to the international was created and 19 now doing usetui course between the American repubAmerican conference, with the excep work. An advance was made toward lics engaged the attention of the first
tion of Van Leer Polk, have arrived general reciprocity though the pro and second conferences and was left
here. Secretary Root Is at Pernnm- - ject has even yet failed to reach as a legacy to this meeting. It will
buco on board the Cnited States cruis truttion. A monetary commission was endeavor to increase rapid commun
er Charleston, and will reach Rio de had with sensible benefit to the cur- - ication by additional cablo and tele
rencv relations of tne American re- - grapn lines and last mail lines; new
Janeiro July 26. "
The metric system moved commercial treaties are to be propos
Besides the United States all thel puhlics.
south and Central
American re ihead another step; being authorized ed and commercial and Industrial sta
publics represented at the second in the customs Bervlce of the United tlstlcs are to be freely exchanged.
These Another effort is to be made to bring
congress are repre States and other countries.
present congress, were all valuable achievements, but into uniformity the custfms and clearsented at the
excepting Venezuela, which has sent there was more to be done and the ances of shipments of merchandise;
that the an effort Is to be made to secure un
no delegate,
arious reasons are giv conference recommended
en for the failure of Venezuela to send work be carried forward by another iform patent and trade mark and cop
yright, laws and the
delegates.
According to one state congress.
This second conference was held project is to be pushed forward, Pres
ment President Castro refused to apWhile ent regulations and laws make It Inv
point delegates, because he suspected in the city of Mexico, 1901-0the United States of designs upon ttie many of Its recommendations have possible In many instances foe phyindependence of the other American not yet been generally .arried into sicians, lawyers and dentists Jo prac
republics and feared that the congress effect, this second gathering also 'vus tlce their professions outside of their
had been arranged merely In thein- - productive of good. What was accom- native country and some uniformity
terest of the plans of the United plished was this: the approval of of practice In this respect will be
States. Another version is that the Guatemala. Salvador, and Honduras of sought. Finally consideration will be
signed given to the sanitary
convention
the 23 Instruments
real reason for President Castro's at ill
titude Is merely his disappointment it ihe Hague, the approval of the Uni- signed ad referendum In Washington
that Rio de Janeiro and not Caracas ted States of the convention for the a few days ago, a subject of growing
was selected as the place for holding exchange of publications: the- treaty Importance In view of the necessity
on pecuniary claims and the scheme of protecting the projected Panama
the congress.
The delegation of the United States for the reorganization of the Bureau canal from yellow fever carried on
consists of William I. Buchanau, of of American Republics, the approval shipping from the tropical regions of
New York, formerly minister to Ar by several of the South and Central Central and South America,
It has been arranged that this third
gentina and first American minister American nations of some of the most
to Panama, who was also one of the important of the treaties proposed by conference shall be held In the build
subsequent Ing originally erected by the Brazilian
American delegates to the second the second conference;
congress, held in Mexi- congresses which adopted regulations government at the St. Louis expo
co in 1902: Edmund J. James, presi- for the Improvement of customs rela- sition, which which was removed and
In the Brazilian capital
a
dent of the University of Illinois; tions; sanitation of American port
and the regulation of the coffee The congress will be called to order
Leo S. Rowe. professor of political
But this confer- by the Brazilian secretary of foreign
growing industry.
economy. University of Pennsylvania
Tutio Larrinaga, civil engineer of Por- ence also left behind 't unfinished affairs the temporary president. Or
Rio de Kanizatlon will be Rented by the electo Rico; James S. Harlan, of Illinois, work, hence, the gathn
.
tion by a majority vote of a perma
son of Associate Justice John M. Har- Janeiro.
supreme
The City of Mexico conference nent president and necessary subor
lan of the United States
ten-yeperiod proposed tlinate officers, the government of
court; Charles Ray Dean, of Illinois, felt that the
now chief of the bureau of appoint- by 'the original conference for the Brazil reserving the right to name
The delegations
ments of the department of state. Is holding of such family gatherings was the secretary-genera- l.
Anti Foreign Threats Made
pe- - representing the various republics will
secretary of the delegation
and too Ion and proposed a five-yedraw lots to determine the order In
Frank L. Joannini. official translator rlod.
by Servants.
So the Rio conference opens under whlch one of their number may Berve
of the bureau of Insular affairs, war
the most promising auspices with the as vice president In the absence of the
department. Is official Interpreter.
Among the delegates of the other purpose of considering a program fill president. Committees will be appoint
SAY ARMY IS UNRELIABLE
American republics are Senor Wal- - ly 'equal in importance to that which ed; In the case of those dealing with
the Cnileun minister to was laid before any of the preceding the subjects of most vital Importance
Injected into this pro- on the program, these committees
the United States, representing Chile gatherings.
. New
Orleans. La., July 21 F
gram, after it had been practically will include one member from each
Matthes, one of the party of American at the congress; Soldero Balioiano,
Hon- completed at a preliminary meeting delegation while in subjects of lesser
men, women and children who left and F. Davila. representing
duras; Manuel Delgao and Francis- of an international committee held In interest, seven members will suffice
.nexico because of
threat co Antonio Reyes, representing
Washington last winter, was one llt- - to make a committee
Saland passed through New Orleans last
vador: Dr. Casasus. representing Mex- tie article 1
Only by a
that is perhaps likely
vote can any
mgni en route to Cincinnati, said:
"One of the most alarming features ico. Secretary of State Root will ar- to give rise to more controversy and new subject be brought before the
will
Wednesday
more
rive
feeling
here
excite
generally
next
and be
conference; the nations were very
and
or the situation is the fact that Mexiremain here twelve days before he of greater importance than any other jealous of this limitation, the United
can Rprvnnla
a
i.
concerns
He article. This
the" Interesting States no less than others, having a
attend some of the sessions of Drago doctrine, itself an outgrowth strong Indisposition for the discussion
.i .L .
ers nr. n mr.ri
i
i
iaeir
or
the
but
not
coneress.
as a regular deDr. laivos famous dictum, iuvolv - of customs, tariffs and such subjects
families be poisoned by them. I was
ing tne ngut or a nation to use force
With only six weeks life before It
reluctant to leave the country but I lete of the United States.
The program of the congress, which in the collection from other national for it is specially provided In the pro
could not resist the pleadinss'of the
was
upon
at of piuuc cieuts. in tne program tnis gram that the conference must terml
practically
agreed
members of my family.
preliminary meeting In Washing rakes tt.e iorm or tne proposition to nate not later than Sentember 1st
"The
movement is 'he
strongest in the northern and central ton in March will include sinitary aliow the Hague conference to de- - next, it is also limited to thirty meet.
tins important question and Ings und it is probable that not even
portions of Mexico, where the natives ar.d quarantine regulations, uniformi
a- many of the houth American this number will lie held because th
have been wrought up to a high pitch ty of patent laws, International
ne:tor nations are bitterly opposed to delegations must have time to delih'
of excitement by agitators 'and agents union oi diplomas ana or practitioner
of revolutionary societies. Along the or tne learned proiessions. questions a.: .w:r.g tne .creditor nations ol Ku- - erate privately over projects that are
intercourse, rope io pass upon mis vnai floctrine, of special interest to them
commercial
Rio Grande border the movement is uuri-uiinot so strong, because the Mexicans anu an international ranroau. irisa. - ia u'.i'T discussion Is expected when
Drai?y .the subject comes up before the third
fear the Texas people, who know how so expected that the
conference
to shoot. The educa'ej class cf Mex- doctrme, which Is opposed to fore
Reorganization of the Bureau of A CHICAGO HOTEL FIRE
icans is not in sympathy with the ble collection of private debt by or.9
movement, but they constitute a hope- nation from another will come up f r American Republics so as to greatly
enlarge the usefulness of that Inst
less minority. The Mexican army Is consideration in some form.
The Third Infernal in;a'i American tution is the very first article of the
icoruited from the lowest classes "and conference,
LITTLE LOSS
which wlil be cailed to or- program. It is proposed to erect a
cannot be relied upon. An uprising der in
magnificent,
at
Rio
tie
building
capital
Rriziliun
the
in
Washington
is scheduled to occur In September,
af Rio de for its accommodation: to open a!
aad it will probably be ntcessary for der in the Brazilian capital
diiniercial museum in connection
(iiieai July 21. Thlrtv two euest
the United States to throw an army Janeiro Monday, is one or the treat
based ,.r
across the border to protect American trilogy or American family gatherings therewith and a suggestion
'. Klmo hotel at No. 9i21 Kw
upon
the
largely
past,
close
of
the
the
and
,
susplc
jduring
inj Si .me, were driven Into the
citizens."
e - - i"u,
! uir
" n'uiitii
i
me
ne
!
nureau
strt-tmini
i:ie oi
ariy today bv a fire which
fined, in the opinion of puUu 1st.-,- to a ten-yeperiod. Some of the na- - threa
'to
tho buildii g
LUMBER MILL EXTENSION
have a most important bearing on the Hons have failed to supply thfir pro funeralenedpersonsdestroy
were
b
future of the nations of the Western rata assessments for the maintenance sunlit; and were slightly overcome
burned, Th
REACHES NINTH STREET hemisphere. Conceived in the mini of the bureau Willi regularity this
oro.ierty loss is small.
of the late Secretary lilair.e, the idea
tie corre-cted- .
of
A TROLLEY RIDE
bringing
Strong
rvlatior.into
close
lie
the
is
bring
to
effort
TO THE LUMmade to
President of Hibernians.
BER MILLS WILL BE POSSIBLE different governments of North. Cen- about unanimous aciion of the AmerSarai-ua- .
N. V.. July 21. Th
Au
find
only
tral
South
ican
not
has
republics
America
to
A
WITHIN
agrei to settle by eient order of .Hibernians
MONTH.
complete
a sentimental and political, but also arbitration all future disputes ar:in;
their
rati r.al convention today. Mat
Work on the lumber mills exten- a business like side that at once at- between them, and to enden,r to
sion of the street
iimn:tii of Kos'on. was elect
railway is being tracted the attention of Europe. For have the approaching Hague confer- Mi.-president.
pushed along, and unless some unfor-see- up to tho early
j's. owing in large ence apply this principle genemily to el
obstacle should arise to retard part to difficulties of communication; the nations of the world.
construct ion. a trolley ride t the lum- to lark of cables: to the mutual abThe United States and several oiliber mills will be possible by the mid- sence of knowledge of thej resources er American republics were
signato
dle of August at the latest. The
of the two continents of the Western ries to a treaty providing for the ar
gang reached Seventh street i.emispnere, tne commerce Sietween bitratiou of pecuniary claims alone.
and New Yolk avenue yesterday. The North and South America had been This w as an outurowth of the Mevi- half-waREFUSES
RUN
switch is being put in be- insignificant in volume and the com can conference and promises well, so
tween Seventh and Kighm streets to- tnercial nations of Kurope were mo- ihe Rio conference
is to be asked to
day.
Poles have been set as far as nopolizing the trade of
r
extend its operations for another
Ninth street and every part of the
period.
Denver, July 21. Congressman H.
construction is going along rapidly.
So to meet this condition and to efAn almost Impossible task is to be,
Superintendent of Construction
fect an exchange of natural and man- set for a commute of jurists of highi,i,
.
.
c.n
said this morning that the ufactured commodities to the mutual
, rv.lara,i,.
who are charged with the du- v,ai,
trolley wire, a mile if which Is on benefit of the countries of North, Cen- repute
"a code of pu!lic inter- of the republican district committee,
hand, could be put up at any time, tral uinl South America after many ty of drafting
law
national
private
and
internation
but be was delaying luis part of the months of negotiation necessar- u"- - A
lor
to
tor tnis is iy no means an jaiiM5 u7 niti lie gives LauuiUdlD
no reason for
ork until all the poles were in place. allay the jealousies of the lesser al law
exact
present
science
at
the
moment
w Uh.iraw ing, but it is said he is not
Mr Chadbourne received a commu- stales, in October. 18S9, representanication from Colonel H. A Jastroyes tives of all the republics of the three and the greatest variance exists be- - in sympathy with the present organij-ut- i
tween
inter-the
schools
different
of
!
m of the. party in this state.
In which the colonel said that Americas gathered
in Washington national lawyers.
Siill It is hoped,
the two new cars secured at Bakers-Heland. after a brief tour of the princi- that If the complete code cannot he
und destined to become u part of pal Industrial cities of the country,
nt least agreement may be WERE INDUSTRIOUS
l lie
lumber mills extension equipment. wer- - called to order by Secretary secured
had upon some useful principle of'
uld reach here within ihe next few Mluine
to ronslder measures for the international law.
FEMALE GRAFTERS
weeks.
Many important suh- common weal.
The conference is to endeavor to
l.lectK were discussed during that conlini't the period it is suggested to HAO ADDED $15 TO THEIR
J. AUSTEN CHAMBERLAIN
ference: in fact it has been though two years wit bin which a naturalizFUNDS WHEN DISCOVWEDS MISS MURIAL. ifhat the program was loo pretentious. ed
citizen may remain In the country
ERED TO BE IMPOSTORS.
Uuidon. July 21. The mariiage ol hut s'lb duni ial results were achieved
w
iiis
forfeiting
of
tbov.t
nativity
his
I Austen Chamberlain,
former chanbef-jrsurvey for the Inlerron' in nlal naturalization.
noon yesterday two
Latin America has alcellor of exchequer, and Ivy Munal, (The
railway,
making
rapid
t
now
ways
o:i'.-- n
strides
jealous
of
been
these
etUere! the First National
returned'
daughter of H. U Duudas. of Datt'Uet,
as in niL-ii-! jled. citizens and they have given the bank, each carrying babies, and told
Buckinghamshire, was solemnized to- ward completion.
was made fur seeming uni- - l'nite.1 States much 'roiUile. so that Mjw.r MrK e that thev were destitute
day iu Si. .Margaret's, Westminster, Provision
of customs regulation t. far, the subject is even now being eonsid- - and in t.e- -i of usisrance to aid them
m tlie presence of a large and brilliant forniitv
as the different business met ho is of ere.i by a special board, meeting at in
either Kl Paso or Trinidad,
assemblage of u.sts.
he various count riwould Limit. ;the state department in Washington, Coi
Tney looked covetously ut the
-
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SOME MATTERS
IN CONNECTION

With Land Entries
Not Taken at

Lander.

NEW MEXICO BOY KILLED
BY

HIGHWAYMAN

NEAR LAKE VALLEY
WAS SHOT
IN THE BACK AND THEN ROBBEDMURDERER
HOLDS
UP
ENTIRE CAMP AND ESCAPES.

Special to The Evening Citizen.
Las Cruces, N. M.. July 21. The
son of D. 8. Miller, employed at a grading camp near Lake
Valley, was shot in the back, killed
and robbed by a highwayman,
who
later held up the camp, secured sev
eral hundred dollars and escaped. The
men had Just been paid off and young
Miner was walking to Lake Valley
when shot. The murderer and hold-u- o
then continued on to the camp, hold
ing up the larger part of the 100 men
employed at that place. He fled with
his booty but was followed by a num
ber or the camp men, who last night
arrested a man at Nutt station, on the
Santa re, who Is thought to be the
guilty man. The robber was a white
man and disguised with a white hand
kerchief tied over the lower part of
his face. The suspect arrested Is being held for the sheriff of this county.
ABE COON ON

PRICE OF WATER WILL CAUSE

Fewer Entries Than Expected.
Attorney Moody Killed
at Shoshone.
Washington, July 21. In accord-ance with the supplemental proclamation issued by the president yesterday,
the register atM receiver of the Lander, Wyo., district shall receive entries
for lands In the ceded portion of the
Shoshone reservation
at Shoshone
from August 15 to October 3, Instead
of at Lander. This action was based
upon the fact that tne railroad now
building' Into said reservation will not
be constructed from Shoshone to Lander until after August 15, and the
change is made to accommodate the
prospective entrymen. After October
3 entries will be made at Lander.
NEW TOWN OF CUSTER
HAS 3,000 PEOPLE
Butte, Mont., July 21. A special to
the Miner from Billings states It is

THE EARTHQUAKE estimated from the present number of

I)

1 1

l ) l t ) ) ) 1July1
Socorro,

filings upon lands of

N. M.,

To The Evening Citizen, Albu- querque. N. M.
f Gentlemen While the press
generally, except The Evening
Citizen, seem to take pleasure In
the damage done by
f misquoting
earthquake shocks In Socorro,
S making Socorrj the base of sap- (plies for this unpleasant affair,
permit me to inform you that
f with
of a sacred
t few, the exception
Iniquities In the opln- f Ion ofwhose writer
are 'worrying
the
f
them, tney may get justice. Along- weather-beateside of a few old
S chimneys,' no material damage
done. Yours truly,

t

t

t

n

t

the Crow 'Indian

reservation that only about 17 per
1 1 1 cent
of the total number of those who
21.

V

drew winning numbers will take adrights and select land.
1 vantage of theiraccept
lands Is believed
Reluctance to
to be due to the high price to be ask
1 ed by the government for the use of
Irrigating water. The new town of
Custer founded upon the reservation
Is flourishing,
Its population being

t

3,000.

Commissioner Richards has officially announced that drawings and filings
on the Wind river reservation landa
will be held at Shoshone and not at
The
V Lander, as at. first announced.
Y change Is made on accqunt of the long
stage ride to
V

V

t

t

reach-Lander-

.

TH

SHOT AND KILLED
BY UNKNOWN PARTY
Shoshone, Wyo., July 21. Warner
Moody, town attorney of Shoshone,
was shot from ambuss and killed
PARLIAMENT Will
about midnight last night. Frank An.
derson stepped to the door of bis tent,
near where the shooting took place,
NOT BE DISSOLVED and was shot In the shoulder. HIS
wound is not serious. The assassin'
escaped in the darkness, but a posse
is hunting for him. Moody is a son
Things Will Drift Along For oi . the late United States Senator
Moody of South Dakota. He has been
and
active in prosecuting
the Present-Constitutio- nal
it is supposed he was killed in revenge.
Democrats Defeated.
A. D. COON.

NO SOCIALIST

PAPERS

NOW

ON SPOT

CROSS GIVEN

anti-foreie-

,

two-thir-

TYPOTHETAE SHOPS ARE

Vi

t

TIED UP TIGHT
Chicago, July 1. A complete tie
of the printing establishments of
tae members of the Chicago typothe-ta- e
may follow the action taken by
the allied printing trades council to
assist the printers in their fight for
day. A committee of
tho eight-hou- r
one from each of the five internation
al unions affected has been appointed,
with full power to act The printers
have offered to pay strike benefits to
all workmen called out iu sympathy
"with them. The pressmen have been
under a five-yecontract with the
employers which does not expire until
next May, but the refusal of the I'nit
ed Typothetae at the convention In
Buffalo to consider the pressmen's deday on the
mand for an eight-hoexpiration of their contract will, local
officers say, result. In forcing the
pressmen to take sides wi'h the printers.
u;

ar

ur

L

INTO CAMP
Gettysburg, Pa.. ..uiy 11 The division encampment of the National
Guard of Pennsylvania officially opened this morning, although the advance
Kuard came here several days ago
to erect tents and prepare everything
for the shuttering ami maintenance of
the troops and for the organization
of the various duties connected with
the provost, commissary and other
departments.
Part of the troops arrived yesterday evening and nearly all
the rest during the morning. By afternoon all the troops Included in the
division encampment will be here and
the camp will be in full running order. The encampment is under the
command of General John W. Schall.
Tho troops will remain In camp until
July 29, when they will return to their
resjH'Ctive homes, except those troops
that will be elected to take part in
the regular army encampment at
Mount Gretna, where will be asst-tded troops from New York. New
Hampshire, .Michigan, Illinois. Ohio,
are and Virginia, with General
Frederick D. Grant in command.
A gold medal will be presented ut
t!i- - division encampment here to the
ildest member of the Pennsylvania
n.iional guard in continuous
This medal may be awarded to
enlisted men, commissioned or
officers.
The claim of
candidate mus; In-- supported
ser-.ice- .

anti-foreig-

g

i
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Uitin-Americ-

ar

rail-layin-

I

Hi

I

Latin-Americ-

a.

10

five-yea-

n..

Chad-bourn-

U'-r-

d

--

'.w
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St. Petersburg. July 21. The acute
crisis which apparently faced the
country yesterday, has passed. Thursday night the decision was reached
to dissolve parliament today and a
ukase to that effect was prepared but
yesterday, when it became apparent
that the constitutional democrats, although they had obtained a nominal
victory, had virtually suffered defeat
and were anxious to retrieve their
blunder, It was decided at Peterhoff
not to issue tho ukase, but to allow
matters to drift for the present.
All chance of forming a ministry
composed of constitutional democrats
is seemingly ended, as It is plain that
the constitutional democrats no longer control a parliamentary majority.
The present situation cannot be prolonged and many competent judges
believe that matters are rapidly mav-ln- g
towards a dictatorship.
The arrival of guards at the capital has been followed by the strengthening of patrols throughout the Industrial quarters, where the workmen are
greatly excited by the complete suppression of the socialist press. Mobs
resisted the closing of the offices of
some of tne socialist papers last night.

THAW

MAY

NOT

A TRIALAFTER

HAVE
ALL

New York, July 21. Follow ing the
report yesterday that Harry Thaw had
been pronounced insane by alienists,
it was asserted thut although without
friends of Stun-for- d
direct
White were on the side of the
mother of the prisoner in an effort to
settle the case without a trial. Though
himself, his wife and his personal
counsel, Mr. Hartridge, are for atrial
where Justification on the plea of "unwritten law" or "emotional insanity"
shall be the defense. Ulstrlct Attorney Jerome believes the ends of Just-Ic- e
would best be served by a trial.

MEAT
IS

INSmil

ONLY

INTER-STA- TE

Washington, July 21. Discussing
tlie new meat inspection law today,
Secretary Wilson said there was conregarding
siderable misapprehension
Its scope. It does not, he said, apply
to any but slaughtering and packing
houses doing interstate business.
Secretary Wilson said he recently
went through some slaughter houses
doing a purely state or local business
and "found them in a nasty, .nitby
condition and in some cases using diseased cattle."

WHERE DEGRADED
Paris, July 21. In the presence of
a distinguished military assemblage.
Major Alfred Dreyfus, wearing the full
uniform of his rank, today received
the cross of a chevalier of the Legion
of Honor.
The ceremony was rendered doubly
Impressive by being held on the very
spot where the buttons and gold lace
were stripped off his uniform and his
sword broken twelve years ago.

ALBUQUERQUE MAN
A

BRIDE

PARKER AND

DAVID
RABBI

WINS
MRS.

IDA

WEILLER
HECHT,

MARRIED

BY

Mr. David Weiller of Albuquerque.
N. M., and Mrs. Ida Parker were

married last night at the residence of
Rabbi Hecht. Before the marriage,
Mrs. Parker was oonverted to the Jewish religion by Rabbi Hecht. The witnesses for the conversion were Mr.
Kaspare Cohn and Mr. Robert Phillips, president and vice president of
U'nai B'rith temple. Those in attendance were Kaspare Cohn, Robert Phil-HpS. M. Newmark, Mr. and
Mrs.
Latham and the bride's sister, who
came from Albuquerque. After tie
ceremony a reception was held in the
dining room, which was decorated
with ferns and carnations.
Mr. and Mrs. Weiller will return to
Albuquerquo in about two weeks. Mr.
Weiller, who has Just returned from
a trip to Europe, is a retired capitalist. Los Angeles Examiner. July 19.
TELEGRAPHIC

MARKETS

Spelter.
St. Louis, July 21. Spelter higher.

15.92.

St. Louis Wool Market.
St. Louis, July 21. Wool market
steady and unchanged.
Lead and Copper,
New York, July 21. Iead and
per, unchanged.

cop-

New York Money Market.
New York, July 21. Money on call,
nominal; no loans; prime mercantile
paper, 5V6

65 Vic.

5i

per cent.

Bar silver,

Stock Quotations.
New York, July 21. Follow ing were
closing quotations:
6i!
Atchison, common
Atchison, preferred
loo
New York Central
133
Pennsylvania
127
711
Southern Pacific
I'niou Pacific, conim.u
H7li
93
I'nkm Pacific, preferred
Amalgamated Copper
97

ALBUQCKRQUE

PAGE TV.

The

00000000-nKTIIK

and front mime time In Java,
imbued with a now
where ho
creed, for which he now
sophs to make propaganda.
rtbllikei Dally ti Wtekly by
This modern apostle only cats raw
Citizen Publishing Company fruit, vegetables and nuts. No llfii!d
of any sort, he claims has passed his
a Peatoffira for tranamlMlon throuaa tlx lips slnre September, 1901.
Me esmm Mvona claaa mattar.
uik
chews salt, which, he nays. Is the root
of all evil and Illness. All these Ini cr
est Ing particulars are set forth In a
pamphlet, printed In four languages.
Bunion Ib1LABEL
which this exponent of the ultra-siple life presents to those who appear
-Interested.

HIE EVENING CITIZEN

vice,

seml-rellglo-

JUaackrM PreM AfWMe DliBitche.
larfart City v4 Comtj Clrtulitlm.
Ta UrtMt Nn Dixie Clrtnlltlt.
Itrfiwt Norttitra UrUOMCIrciitl'lee.

or

TIMMI

NESS

SUBSCRIPTIONS

Drily hr MIL on rar In
DkUr h Mil per month
Waaalr bf Mil on yaar

UitM.

t--

BUSI
BETWEEN
TAXPAYERS AND

MEN,

M

Hans for a conference between

by Carrier, 60c per month ing Arizona and

lead

New Mexico business
men, conferences
between the tax
payers of the two territories, and
mk,
finally a "political conference, t which
Mtn ar month, whm paid monthly.
It Is believed arrangement
win be
AdTertlilng Bates lade Known on Application
made for equal oivlslonof the offices,
now under way as a means of asfavor by notifyhiB a are
ajaaaerflwr will aanfar
suring the acceptance of statehood by
aiiin-iUila any
ai uia paper.
the two territories.
AD Wtm and ramlttanra should b addmMd ta
By this means, Felix Martinez, who
lAafta,
Tan Cinaan PuatnifiNa Com taut.
monvy
ruprraa
ordra has Just returned from New Mexico,
anaeka, posMnVa and
mmmx ba mao
payable Ml tba ardor of tba
believes the stteho3l vote may be
arany.
carried, it being hoped In this way to
the fears of Arizona that
Colorado 1 5 overcome
Automatic 183
New Mexico will gain control. New
Mexico favors statehood, but It is believed that any decided movement
against It may change the vote.
A compromise and thorough understanding between the people of the
two territories, Mr. Martinez feels, is
absolutely necessary to the successful
carrying of the proposition which will
be threatened by any strong organization against it. and an attempt to play
upon the feelings and prejudices
of

OaiVy

Turn Eyvkiho Cmmt will b dallwad In tha
or for CO
Ht at Um low rata of 20 trnta pw

r

GUBA1SENDS

AN ENVOY TO

VISIT STATES

Where She Has No Minis
Will Take

ter-T- our

the

July 21. General Ruiz
Rivera, formerly secretary of the interior and secretary of the treasury of
Cuba, and now special minister
and envoy extraordinary
appointed by the Cuban government
to visit the capitals of the Central and
South American republics in which
Cuba has no diplomatic representatives, sailed from here today to make
a tour of these republics. The object
of his tour is the establishment of
friendly relation
with the various
countries In which Cuba has no diplo
He will first
matic representatives.
go .to Caracas. Venezuela, via Porto
Rico.
Then he will go to Colombia,
Panama, Guatemala, San Salvador,
Honduras, Costa Rica, Ecuador, Pe
ru, Bolivia and Chile, whence lie will
proceed to Argentina, Paraguay, Ur
uguay and Brazlil. From Rio de Ja
neiro he will gall to Europe, to visit
several European capitals.
He will
not return to Havana until eight
months hence.
York,

pleni-poten'la- ry

Mussina, July

21.

pe. pie.

REGISTERED

THE

VICTORY

Throughout Ita.y

of Giuseppe Garibaldi over the Neap
ollton troops at Milazzo, July 20, 1860,
was celebrated yesterday.
Here the
anniversary was observed as a holiday
There was a parade and many veteran
Garibaldians took part In It, wearing
their historic red shirts in honor of
.
the occasion.
WATER BEING PUMPED
FROM IDAHO MINE

Gem. Idaho, July 11. The 'Frisco
mine, which has been Idle for a long
time owing to the flooding of the low
er levels, is once more ready to resume work on a dividend paying basis.
Tne work of removing the water from
the mine was begun on February 1,
oi mis year and proceeded very slow
ly, as, owing to the depth of the mine,
it was necessary to remove the water
oy Damns; with two
bail
ing tanks, which were alternately
lowered to the lower submerged iev
el.
l.ooo-galio-

CORPS SCHOOL

AT LEAVENWORTH
Fort Leavenworth, Kan., July 21

Tbe signal corps of the United States
army has been maintaining a school
here, from wnich seven officers have
graduated this year. The work of the
institution has been attended with so
much success that it will be continued
next year, the new session opening
about September 1, with four or five
officers of the signal corps and as
many more line officers, to whom It is
considered advisable to impart the
system of communication In the fluid
together with a knowledge of signal
corps apparatus and quinment.
ITALY CELEBRATES

POETS BIRTHDAY
Italy, July 21. Six hundred
and two years ago yesterday, July 20
1304,
Patraceo,
Francesco
better
known to the world as Francesco IV
trarca. or Petrarcn. was born here, the
eon of exiles from Florence.
He
one of the four great poets of Italy
and the anniversary of his birth Is
obs ved not oiny throughout It'ily
but wherever there are people with
literary lasteB. The celebration here
consisted principally In memorial ex
erclses at the birthplace of the great
poet and the reading of home of hi
most famous works.
Petrarch entered a monastic school
and later UMik orders In the church,
but never served as a parish priest,
but became attached as chaplain or
secratary to the households of various
great nobles, and later serving the
Mates In various diploma' ic an,1 ceremonious places. In 1341, at tbe cap
itol of Rome he was crowned with a
laurel wreath, as the greatest Italian
poet of bis time. He died on July 18.
1874, at Arqua.
Arezzo.

:

ANOTHER FREAK MAKES
APPEARANCE IN PARIS
Paris, July 21. A few days ago a
peculiar looking Individual made h's
appearance on the boulevards, creating considerable Interest and curiosity by his pwuliar garb ami actions.
He is a tall man with long hair and
beard, is clad In a white monk's robe,
and wears kandats on his bare feet.
Those who accost him receive the answer that "J am .1ava, and those who
follow me are Meva."
This queer fellow, it appears. Is a
Dutchman by birth, named Saloiujn-on- .
,ne tonsillar ser- He has b,een

Cooy, Bisbee.

Ariz.;

PHARMACY

HIGHLAND

205 East Railroad Ave.

and

PHARMACY

ALVARADO
First

aV

Gold Ave. Both Phones.

tl-pho-

PERSONAL

INTEREST

PROPERTY LOANS.

ALLOWED

SAYINGS

ON

DEPOSITS

MONEY to LOAN

Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RE-WANTED.
CE1PTS, as low as $10 and as high as
WANTED Clerk in general store, $200.
are quickly made and
with experience and a fair know strictly Loans
private. Time: One month
a lioi rC"
to ne year given. Goods remain in
Mclntyre Co.. San Antonio, V M.
your possession. Our rates are reason
WANTED Posit ion by ail around able. Call and see us before borrowcamp or small hotel cook; reliable. ing.
Address, S., Citizen office. nch
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
for Steamship tickets to and from all
WANTED Man to work
,
board. Colorado 'phone-- Black 92,
parts of the world.
three rings.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
315 West Railroad Ave.
WANTED ByChicago" wholesale arja
PRIVATE OFFICES.
mall order house, assistant manager
Open Evenings.
(man or woman) tor tills county
and adjoining territory. Salary, $20
and expenses paid weekly; expense PHOFESSIONAL CARDS
money advanced. Work pleasant;
riosltlon permanent. No Investment
LAWYERS.
or experience required. Spare time
valuable. Write al once for full
"
Ira M. Bond.
particulars
and enclose
AT LAW. 32 F street
envelope. Address, Gen- ATTORNEY
X. W., Washington, D. C. Pensions,
eral manager, 134 Lake street, Chi- lands,
patents,
copyrights, caveats,
cago, 111.
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
WANTED
Gentlemen's second band
R. W. D. Bryan.
clothing. No. 515 South First streetATTORNEY AT LAW, Albttquer- south of Viaduct. Send address and oup.
NMOffice, First National
w ill call. R .1. Sweenev nrnnrietnr.
W A NT E D Sales woman, young; must Bank building.
E. W. Dob&on.
be experienced and able to speak
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Office. Crom
Spanish. Only parties with all
qualifications and capable, need ap- well block, Albuquerque. N. M.
ply. Write and send references imDENTISTS.
mediately, to the John Becker
Belen, N. M.
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
SALESMEN WANTED.
Me Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
WANTED Capable,
to Both 'phones. Appointments made by
salesman
cover New Mexico with staple line; mail.
high commissions, with $100 monthEdmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
ly advance. Permanent position to
.106 Railroad Avenue
t,
right man. Jess. H. Smith Co.,
On

00K0001

SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
Full Set of Teeth
Gold Crowns
Gold Filling

Painless Extracting

$6
$1.50 up
50c

$8

T

I

.

H. M. Miller, O

CHAT

Whereas,

Teressa Bruno, on, to- wit, the 4th day of October, 1905, by
chattel mortgage, did convey to Joe
Vergollo of Cerrlllos, in the county
or Santa Fe, New Mexico, the follow
Ing described property:
Six head of cattle, described as fol
one dark red cow, 8 years
lows:
Old branded A on left hip; one dark
red cow, 5 years old, branded T X S
on right ribs; one red, cow, 4 years
oia, ngti ear split, tip of left ear cut
off; one dark red heifer, 1 year old
same marks; one dark red calf,
months old. same mark, to secure the
payment of. a promissory note for
128.25. dated the
said October 4
1904, payable nine months after date,
for value received, with interest from
said date at the rate of 5 per cent
per annum.
And whereas, it was provided in
said chattel mortgage that If default
be made oy the said Teressa Bruno
In the payment of the said promls
sory note or the Interest thereon, then
It shall be lawful for the said
Joe
Vergolio to take Immediate and full
possession of the whole of said goods
and chattels above described, to Ills
own use. and sell the same In man
ner and form as now provided by law
and out of the money arising from
said sale, to pay said promissory note
and all charges
inching the same,
rendering and paying surplus, It any
to the said Teressa Bruno.
And whereas, default has been made
In the payment of the said promls
sory note, no part of the same having
been paid nor the interest thereon
although the said note is past due.
as
And wiiereas, the undersigned
such mortgagee has taken possession
of all th said cnattels and cattle de
scribed in said mortgage under the
terms of said m rtgage.
Now, therefore, 1, the said mort
gagee, will on, towlt, Saturday, the
2.Vh day of August, A. D. 19bti. at. the
hour of 10 o'clock in the forenoon of
raid day. at the corral of Joe Vay
at No ,12i North First street. In tit
city of Alliuqil' rqtle. expose for sale
and sen io the highest bidder, for
itisti, the anove
chattels and
cht:le. for the purpose of paying the
VERCOI.IO.
said note.
JOE
Albuquerque, N. M.. July 2", I!'"''.

B. F. COPP.
ROOM 12. N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING

With

and Unsurpassed Facilities.

Ample-Mean-

Extends to Depositors Every Proper Aci-oNew Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

irodatU n.

Solicits

and

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna, President; W. S. Strickler, V. P. tind Cashier; W. J.
Johnson, Asst, Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh, ,1. C. Baldrldge, Solomon Luna, A. M. Blackwel), Geo. Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.
DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPE KA

SANTA

&.

FE RY.

AlACQUERQUB. N.

OfftuM
FRANK MckjcB
FROST
H. P. SLAXMOSjOfl

TXrawi

i i t

a DEPOSITORY.

V.
Okvpftal
CavpKaJ.. Surplus

. .$4M,0O.

,

Antfcortsed

Paid Up

-

aad

Proffba

Depository far Atchison, Topeka

Y

$264,006.

Santa Fe Railway Company

PHYSICIANS.
Office,
N. T. Armijo Bldg.
Tubt rculosis treated with High- Frequency Electrical
Current and
Germicide. Treatments
given each
day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m.. Trained
nurse in attendance. Rotn 'phones.
6--

DR. W. G. SHADRACH.
Practice limited to Eye, Ear,

ALBUQUERQUE. N.
CAPITAL
SURPLUS AND PROFITS

Nose

UNDERTAKER.
'phone 316.
Colo.. Red

115.

A. BORDERS.

Commercial Club Bmlding.
and White Hearse, $5.

Black

ARCHITECTS.
F. W, Spencer and V. O.

Rooms
Albuquerque, N.

Walling-ford-

.

M.

CIVIL ENGINEER.

J.

R.

MINES AND MINING.
AMERICAN DE FOREST WIRELESS
AND
ALL MINING STOCKS
DEALT IN BY
FRED. J. STEIN bERGER. 37 Bank
Block.

Denver

CAPITAL STOCK, $2,500,000.00

Money to Loan to Build a Home

Colorado.

DON'T PAY RENT

PUBLIC.

NOTARY

Thos. K. D. Maddison.
Office with W. B. Cbllders, 117 West
Gold avenue.

,'

,

SE.

STOVER,

H. R. WHITING,
South Second Street, First
National Bank building.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Examiner and abstracter of land
titles, including those of Spanish and
Mexican origin.
Will

and

ESTABLISHED

Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive St
In the Southwest.

A

RAILROAD

AVENUE.

FORMULA.
Henry
Mrs.

NOTARY

Da-ri-

Ki'(

.

a

ESTATE

FUBL1C.

r. Cromwell Block, Albuquerque

Automatic Telephone,

If yoi;

try

REAL

174.

.ant results la ndvertlsiLi!

at Evening Citizen watt

ad.

not:

-

Standard Plumting and Keating
Auto.

pharmacy.

B. A. SLEYSTER

?

y

iuehes. Guaranteed to be made
from pure Galegal Extract.
The formula is a general tonic, but has a specific effect upon Ihe bust. Is perfectly
harmless. For sale at the Alvarado

NSURANCE.

LI I Ql'CRQUE.

o
N. M.

Havt ali
that a.
tie cir.venieiices
v.-iblitlt'il
if so be' that y,nr
be'iist- - :s not connected with city wiittr
ma ns and yen have good well water
on the premise-- . Wie'll pipe the water
ou want it and set up
to wherever
appliances in kitchal: the nec-s-aren, laundry, iilrexims and bathroom
sum. Ask us about it.
to r.i mode's:-

Sjnns, to develop the bust from four

-I-

Staple Groceries

WHY

tei six

1

C)

04040440404

Ituildinn. East Railroad avenue.
by

f

A

school brandies.
Terms reasonable.
MRS. C. O'CONNOR ROBERTS,
Library
Business College Rooms,
DR. VAUCAIRE'S

1S73.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS

PRIVATE LESSONS.
be given in Spanish, French
German, als in public hlgTi

Re coniniende'd

Albuquerque, New Mex.

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS

OF TITLES.

19

III.

THE WHOLESALE GROCER

E. E.

and Mechanical Engineer.
Agent for Fairbanks, .Morse At Co.
Gas and gasoline engines a specialty,
in 6
West Railroad avenue. Automatic 'phone, 179.

No.

Bldg.,

S. PUTNEY

L.

Electrical

EXAMINER

First Nati.

Bank

04t4aK4004X
"OLD RELIABLE."

HAIR WORK.

1

n.

Auto. 'Phone, 291.

Switches, puffs, etc., made to order
fr.m combings. Call Monday and
Tuesday forenoons. Mrs. H. E. Rutherford. 5)7 South Broadway.

Gri-gori-

cross-examin-

Also Agent for The Continental Casualty Company, of Chicago,

Dr. F. L. Schneider.
Office, 424' North Second 6treet.
Phones Auto., 311; Colo., Black 35.
Residence 'phone. Auto., 747.

RODERICK

General Ag't.

N. E. STEVENS.

VETERINARIAN.

Department of the interior. United
States Land tffice, Santa Fe. New
Mexico. June 29, 1906.
Notice Is hereoy given that the fol
lowing named claimant has filed no- lice of his Intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of Marcn
3. 1S91. (26 Stats., 854i, as amended
by the act of February 21. 1893, t
Stats., 47b), and that said proof will
be made before the probate clerk at
L; s Lunas. N. M., on the loth day of
Angus', l!tnb. viz., Jacobo Chaves, in
behalf or the heirs of Juan M. C. de
Clinvez. deceased, for the S. H. C. No.
428, bus 1 and 2, in sections 25, 25
and 36, township 7 nort.i, range 2
east.
He nanus the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse possession of sab. tract for
twenty years next preceding the survey of the townsnip, viz.:
Jeise (1. tnavez, of Valencia. N. M.;
Jesus Sancuez y Alarid, of Valencia.
N M.:
Aragon, of Valencia,
.V. M.; i on, arpio Sanchez, of Peralta,

f

The Southwestern Savings, Loan and
Building Ass'n of Las Vegas, N. M.

Farwell.

Rcom 23. N. T. Armijo building.

five-hors-

O

00Ce000Ke0

Barnett building,
Boih 'phones.

.

$100,000.00
20,000.00

THIS BANK WAS OPENED FOR BUSINESS APRIL 18, 1904.
We invite your attention to the following statement, showing the
business growth of this bank since its organization:
$10,466.92
at the end of tne first day
19,173.00
Deposits at. the end of the first week
Deposits at the end of tne first month
31,821.82
92,750.13
Deposits at the end of the first six months
169,061.80
Deposits at the end of the first year
Deposits at ihe end of tbe first eigh'een mon'hs
298.320.31
377,332.37
Deposits at ihe end of fhe first two years
434,502.31
Deposits June 18, 1906
OFFICERS:
.1. B. HERNDON. Cashier.
O. N. MARRON. Pres.
ROY McDONALD, Asst. Cashier.
WM. FARR, Vice Pres.

p. m.

Auto,

M.

'

and Throat.
Occulist and Aurist for Santa Fe
coast lines. Office, 313
West Rail
road avenue.
9
to 12 a. m. and 1:30 to 5
Hours:

four-room-

Mrs. Bambini, at

...

.
refr! d ent
Ttoe President
Oasblar
A lotaat Casbter

m

DR. R. L. HUST.

five-roo-

209

m

R. A.

Office will be closed until
JULY 23rd

-

first-class-

.....

rfOCJMI
M. W. FLOURNOY

De-trol-

,

ML

md Dtrocteaet,

JOSH OA S.

com-pp.n-

NEW MEXICO NORMAL
ON CALIFORNIA
President Edmund J. Vert of th
o
Normal university, has been lnform
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
n
by the wip rintendent of public
N. M.
struction of California that the new
Anv pel son who desires to protest
(Homestead Entrv No. 6203.)
on
placed
university
been
has
normal
Department of the Interior. Land Of- against the allowance of said proof,
sav
state,
list
in that
the accredited
fice at Santa Fe. New Mexico, July or who kit ws oi any substantial rea
the Opiic.
son under the laws and regulations of
17. 1906.
recognition
b
This
entitles
lders of
dettartment why such
Notice Is hereby given ihat the fol- the interior
a ill; Ionia from tbe advanced normal lowing named settler has filed notice proof should not be allowed, will be
university
course of the normal
an opportunity at the above
of his intention to mike final proof given
what is known in California us a gram in tupport oi his claim, and that said mentioned time and place to
exam
certificate,
grade
nar
without
the witnesses of said claimproof will be made before the probate
inaiion. This Is the hig.iest grade o clerk at Albuquerque. New ..exico, on ant, and 'o offer evidence in rebuttal
by
the California September 5, 19o6, viz.:
certificate granted
of tbat submitted oy claimant.
state board of education lo the grail
MANUEL R. OTERO.
of AlbuFelix i.arcla y Salazar,
Mex-!any
ate f
Rt gister.
normal school.
querque, Bernalillo county. New
Section M;
for the XE'i
Old.
82
Years
AN
Only
FOUND
NW4 SW'. Section 11. Township 1"
"1 am otilv 82 years old and doii't
DEAD IN BED north, Range 5 east.
expect
even
J.
when get to be real old
A.
Huabes was found dead hi nis
He names the following witnesses
can get
bMl the oiher n.ornlng says thelxuds to prove his continuous reaidence upon to f el that way as long as
I, ur
Elect! ic. itHis." said Mrs. E. H. Urun-sowas lying in an and cultivation of said land, viz.:
Mix nil.
Surely ihcre's
t asy position, with no sign of a strug
of Dublin. Ga.
Pilar Trujillo, Framisr-- Olguin.
the old as young
gle, and tbe i robal.illt lea are that hi
Gutierrez and Juan Apodaca, all ol nothing else keeps
and makes ibe weak as strong as this
bean tailed and be Just stooped breath Carpeimr. New Mexico.
Dyspepsia, torpid
i:ig. Andrew
urand intlticine.
ickson Hughes.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
chronic
eir
"Anfiy. as he wis popularly know
J; yisier. liver inflamed kidneys,
const ipation are unknown afier tak- n'ns til years old. lit le than l)!f of
ROUGH DRY. i: E'ictlic Hitters a reasonable time
which lit- - 'lid.) Hed In Grant county
We do it right.
Cuiaou-eby all drug gists. Price SO,
and southern New .Mexico.
He came Imperial Laundry Co.
OLD-TIME-

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

-

to Silver City about 1874 or 1875, and
has made his residence in this sec
tion ever since. He bad no relatives
in this section. His business in life
during most of these years has betn
mining and prospecting, with an occa
sional lapse Into journalism. He was
a graceful writer, well known by the
pen name of "Ksau. and. liked t'?
vrbe. He was particularly well post
ed nn the history of this section, and
Mich.
delighted in writing reminiscences ot
early times, and these sketches have SALESMEN Experienced in any line,
to sell 'general stores in New Mexbeen printed in the Liberal and many
ico; 'an unexcelled, specialty propother papers in southern New Mex
osition, commissions and $35 weekly
Ico. In 'his newspaper work he al
for expanses. The Continental Jew- ways wrote of the good things of llf
lry Co., Cleveland. Ohio.
and never had an ill word to say of
any man. During the last year 'Cr so
FOR RENT.
he made. Ixirdsburg Ins home and led
peaceful and happy existence. He FOR RENT Houses, furnished and
was buried at Shakespeare and his
unfurnished;
modern. W. H.
onin was followed to the grave by
real estate broker, 211 West
many
Gold avenue.
t'eace to his allies.
FOR KENT ' OR LEASE Two furConstipation causes headache, nau
nlshed .rooms, modern; young mar
sea, dizziness, languor, heart palpitaried couple preferred. Also other
tions, .lrastlc physics gripe, sicken.
cheaper rooms for light housekeep
weaken the bowels and don't cure.
ing. 517 South Broadway. Mrs. H
Doan's Regulets act gently and cure
E. Rutherford.
25 cents.
constipation.
your FOR REN 1 Newly furnislied rooms
Ask
druggists.
nt the Minneapolis house, witJi or
without housekeeping, $1 per week
PROPOSALS FOR BRICK WARE
and up, Albuquerque, X. M.
HOUSE Department of fhe Interior.
office of Indian affairs. Washington, FOR RE.T Large, cool rooms for
light housekeeping; rent reasona
D. C, June 27. 1906. Sealed proposals.
ble. o24 West Railroad avenue.
plainly marked on the outside of tbe
envelope, "Proposals for Warehouse.
FOR SALE.
Albuquerque, New Mexico," and addressed to the Commissioner of In- FOR SALE Contents of a
dian Affairs, Washington, D. C, will
brick cottage, complete for house
be received at the Indian office until
keeping; everything new; good lo
2 o'clock p. m. of July 31, 1906.
for
cation; close in; house for rent.
f finishing and delivering the necesJohn .. Moore Realty company.
sary materials and labor required to F'oR
ew, three-roohouse,
SalE
construct and complete a brick wareper
in Highlands; payments, $12
house with freight elevator and elec
montn. Address, "Highlands,' Cititric light, at the Albuquerque school.
zen office.
New Aiexieo, in strict accordance with
,
modern
plans, specifications, and instructions FOR .SALE A
house. T. E. Gargan. 507 North
to bidders, which may be examined
Twelfth street.
at this office, the offices of The Citi
gasoline en
zen, Albuquerque, New Mexico; the FOR SALE A
glne, all complete. J. F. rahner,
New Mexican. Santa Fe, New Mexico;
501 North First street.
tse
the Republican, Denver, Colo-.-;
Arizona Gazette, Phoenix, Ariz.; the FOR SALE
A handsome Hardman
Builders and Traders' Exchange, at
piano, in fine condition and almost
Omaha. Neb.. Milwaukee, Wis.. St.
new, at a bargain.
For particuPaul. Minn.. Minneapolis, Minn.; tne
lars, call at this office.
United States Indian warehouses at FOR SALE A
double-ba- r
Chicago, Hi.. St. Louis, Mo., New York,
suotgun; bran new;
reled
N. Y., Omaha, Neb., and a the school.
never has been used; one of the
apply to
For further Information,
best makes. Call at The Citizen of
Charles H. Dickson, supervisor in
fice for particulars.
charge, Albuquerque, New Mexico. C
F. Larrabee, Acting Commissioner.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

her parlors. No.
West Railroad avenue, is pre
pared to give thorough scalp treat
ment, do hair dressing, treat corns.
bunions and ingrowing nails. she
gives massage treatmeut and manicur
ing. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation
of complexion cream builds up the
skin and improves the complexion,
and Is guaranteed not to be Injurious
She also prepares a hair tonic that
cures and prevents dandruff and nalr
falling out; restores lite to dead nalr;
removes moles, warts and superfluous
hair. Also a face powder, a freckle
cure and pimple cure and pile cure.
are pnrety
All of these preparations
vegetable compounds. Have just added a vibrator machine for treatment
of scalp, face and cure of wrinkles.
It is also used for rheumatism, pain
and massage
a
The picnic casket fcr sale at the
Mcintosh Hardware company's store
LIST
re indispensable for outing parties.

.1

Capital and Surplus. $100,000

on-ra-

HOTEL

Ruffner, Prescott, Ariz.; E. G. A!
gsr, N. W. Alger and wife, Albuquerque, N. M ; .Mrs. T. M. Elder, Miss
Anetle Elder, Phoenix, Ariz.: X. B.
Langers, Oracle. Ariz.; C. N. Reinhart, Tucson, Ariz.; M. A. Peterson
and wife. Bisbee, Ariz.; P. Wehrner,
El Paso, Texas: nen Heney and wife.
Tucson, Ariz ; John L. carter, RIsbee,
Ariz.; J. L. Carter and wife, Bisbee
Ariz.; Manuel R. Otero, Edward F
Otero, Albuquerque, N. M.
OF SALE UNDER
TEL MORTGAGE.

MEXICO

xrver-tlaa-d

-

A.

NOTICE

NkKW

1

AT THE

The following residenls of New Mex
ico and vicinity were guests recently
at the Hollenbeek hotel. Los Angeles:
3. C. Prunty, Florence, Ariz.; S. V.
Rinehart, Tucson. Ariz ; A. W. Anson,
Albuquerque, N. M.; D. A. Evans.
Tucson, Ariz'.; E. (5. Cap"1, w!fe and
hildren, Tucson, Ar z.; Georgp J
.Mrs.
A. Shanley,
Miss
ftoneman.
Slianley. Maude Moore, Globe, Ariz.;
Mrs. V. vv Jones, Mrs. J. W. Fill'
gham. El Paso, Texas; B. A Haynes
Jam-;Hanlan, nisnee, Ariz.; Neil
Peterson and wife. Tempo.
Ariz
Thomas J. Wescott, Phoenix, Ariz
Thatcher M. Doa:i, Tom, .stone, Ariz
W. A. Schwartz, Mrs.. A. 1.. Monahun,
Dr. L. C. Gonzales. E. W. Spiers. E. C

the anniversary of the famous victory

SIGNAL

BY

tM
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CELEBRATION OP
GARIBALDI

tOLD ONLY

hv

tba

IF YOU WANT help of any kind, or
employment of any kind, phone
call or write Abraham's Employment office, 120 West Silver avenue, at the Elite cafe. 'Phones,
Automatic, 379; Colorado, 289.

That eucn an agreement eliminating ALL WORK ABSOLUTELY GUAR
ANTEED.
politics Dy the division of offices will
be effected now seems probable. El
Paso News.
-

Eight Months.

New

r

k

HOLLENBECK

OTHER LIVt ITEMS OF NEWS

Cream 25c.

ALBUQUCttQUE

W wet mi tTaioa r foeUl Tele-avaeuger
frraph office for an A. D. T.
n
boy. and oend. your ad with taa caedi to Tha Clttien office, or
vd will appear aaootdlng to your wUh.
d bract, or call, and !

Almond. Benzoin
and Witch Hasel

POLITICIANS OF ARIZONA AND
NEW MEXICO WILL BE HELD.

I8.M

IT
Rf K
TFT
Ml J il
C JL C
rDI1

is Assured by using our

JOINT STATEHOOD
CONFERENCE

lao
not thrown away. Wl ta
everything w
y ow want
, aa well
nearly
ald
through thew.

CAY, JULY 21, 1995,

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

man ay

TAN

L

BANK INSTITUTIONS

One Cent Per Word Insertion
failed bfor. ttvat your
w hv f
and yxi caw raty upon It,
,
v
rented hundred of hou

SUMMER
ANI
ROUGHNESS AND TUB RES
OF A CLEAR
TORATION
SOFT. FRESH COMPLEXION,

Official Paper of Bernalillo County
and City of Albuquerque.
PLANS TO CARRY

SA-T-

YOU WANT HELP OF ANY KIND?
If o, we on itcqr e tt for yon W a rami!
want ad. In TliB Evening Citlzifl. It ooly costs

BO

REMOVAL
OK
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DEALER IN NATIVE ANO CHICAGO LUMBER
wears the
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PAINT Cows no. :v
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longest, most economical; full
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Itl'M lliVi, P4IFlt Alwava in block. 1 a- G ass, Sash. Doors, Etc.
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AND

Now is the Time

THEN ROBBED

ONA

EVENING

to make

In the meantime, however, we will continue to sell choice 50-folots, perfectly
level, at from $25 to $150
down,
month.
$5
$5
No Interest.
No Notes.
No Mortgages.
No Assessments.

Your Selection

AND TELLS STORY OF ABUSE
A Tniiiua 1. Coi )..
! sin cu. dateJ
July
says:
Drugged. ro.sted and then thrown
from die train. arrested and plared
la a padded cell In th county jail in
the belief that he wa insane because
of his peculiar actions, lias been the
experience of William t Johnson, cf
Rochester. X. V.. whilf on his way
ltotne from the Philippine lland3.
tor five days the niaa had been in
a stupor at the county Jail, unable to
talk intelligently or explain his peculiar conduct. He was picked up ty
th authorities while wandering about
aimlessly near the San'a f"e tracks.
Johnson Is suffering frou. bruises and
Hcratcht-abut Is umi le to tell how
he received them.
Today he regained hw
normal
senses and asked why he was in Jail.
Wiin Informed that he was believed
to be insane, he said: "That cannot
be so. t am on rav wav home to New

r

119 S. Second St.

"

CENTRAL AMERICA,
LAND OF BLOOD

"
(By Mis. C. H. Pope, of Callitti.

i

(i. happy childhood, bright vvitii fiitli
an. I iiope.
Enchantment dwells within thy rosy
bowers:
And rainbow tints gild all within thy
scope.
And youth nits lightly ou a b.l f
flowers.
Hi cup of happiness. Just brimming
o er,
L'nconsclous' of what Life lias yet in

-

...

fc

ho' those we've cherished most have

been untrue.

MEW W1BX1CO

And fond and faithful ones have gone

nefore.
Still, let us keep t tie promises In mind
Of those w ho're pleading n the other
shore:
Whose tender messages are with us
yet,
The words of love we n.'ver can for
get.

'

A
"Had dyspepsia or indigestion for
robbed, cried Jo'hnson. "When I left
years. No appetite", and wnat I did
I
m.:re
Francisco
had
than $240,
iau
eat distressed me terribly. Burdock
hut It was in separate rolls, $110 beBlood
Bitters cured me." J. H.
I
ing In one pocket and $130 In another.
(
Walker. Sunbury, Ohio.
Somewhere down In New Mexico two
men sat dow n by the side of rue. They
DIFFERENT
"And you've been here six weeks
remained with me until we passed MAP SHOWING THE
and intend to stay until the middle
CENTRAL
IN
COUNTRIES
Vegas,
a
Las
when they offered me
of September! " exclaimed the woman
AMERICA.
drink, and that Is all I can renaember."
who had arrived that day. "I don't see
Johnson was closely questioned and
how you can do it. Just think of w hat
examined by physicians and his story
a terrible time your husband will be
contina
been
has
America
Central
Is believed. He had a ticket in his
having.
since its discovery
locket for Rochester. N. Y.. and left uous battleground
"Yes, I think about that occasional
by Columbus on tois fourth voyage
for that place tonight.
ly." said the other woman. "He gave
in August, 1502. The Spanish sent
the bird to a neighbor to take care of.
little armies to conquer it from the
GOVERNOR RECEIVES
sent the' dog out to the country, that
Indians, and did so with much bloodcat to the feline hospital, fired the
ANONYMOUS LETTERS shed.
cook and made plans to take his meals
Cortez subdued Guatemala after lie
1850,
by
in
republic
force
at the best hotel in the city. I can
had conquered Mexico, while from the resLore the
WILLING TO INVESTIGATE WELL isthmus Pedro Arias de Avllo had been but oould not.Barrios, of Guatemala, see from here where the lawn Isn't
President
up it is covered with weeds
PAYS at work with great success upon the perished in tne attempts in 1885, and burnt
FOUNDED COMPLAINTS
three feet high and going higer, while
country corresponding now to Costa
HonNO ATTENTION TO UNSIGNED Rica.
in 1895 Nicaragua. Salvador and
he and three of his friends are sitting
COMMUNICATIONS.
The Spaniards held all of Central duras started a. republic which lasted in their pajamas in the parlor, playing
America as a colony until 1821, when until it adopted a constitution. Great poker keep still, Willie. Clarence,
Like most official in similar posi- Guatemala proclaimed itself independ- Britain has a colony, British Hondu-is If you strike him again I'll punish
ras, larger than Salvador, but it
you. No. Jimmy, mamma Is too tired
,
tions, Governor Hagerniaa does not ent.
escape from the bugaboo of public
A year afterward the whole of Cen- not allowed to have any revolutions. to take you fishing today. Edith, what
have you spilled on that brand newlife the anonymous letter, which tral America was united to Mexico,
4
dress? Didn't I tell you not to play
generally tells him how the territor- then an empire under Iturbide. This
with that bottle of ink again? Yes.
ial government should he run or some- lasted only a few months, and then
my husband is having a terrible lime."
CENTRAL AMERICA.
thing to that effect. Those letters are the five states called themselves the
America.
generally signed "A. Citizen." "A Tax- United States of Central
Only on a Sipping Trip.
States:
payer," "One
Who Knows," "A This matter of forming a confederasquare
Harrv Joiner wont tn rilumluiu tn
2t.r.lJ
Friend," etc.
Costa Rica,
tion has been a prime excuse for very
speud the Fourth which proves again
miles, population 310,000.
"What do you do with them?" the many of the frequent revolutions and
how far a bee will fly to sip the
square
S.000
governor was asked.
Guatemala.
wars in Central America, dt being alsweets irom a favorite nswer.
miles, population 1,600.000.
"There is nothing I tan do with most a rule that the Outs would revolt
square
Painesville, O.. Telegraph.
46.000
Honduras
them." he replied. "Of course, I can't against the Ins, then secede from the
o
answer such communications for I do union, and then have a war with some
miles, population COO.Odti
Bring on Your Fits,
square
49.000
Nicaragua,
not know from where they come. I other state over it, lick or get licked,
A lone haired nnrent mariirdnu ven
miles, population 500,000.
can not take the time to look into any le overthrown by another revolution,
dor away down In Tennessee writes to
charges unless they are signed or have another war, and then
Salvador, 8135 square miles,
this paper that he has discovered an
brought to me by persons who are a confederation if there was any at
population 1,000,000.
uiiiauing cure ior. nts, ana says that
Mostly
of
rady and able to back up what they the time.
Inhabitants
Spanish ' If the editor ir flnv t1 hla crtnff urn In
The clergy and the remnants of the
Indian
have to say and willing to take the
mixed
and
the habit of having fits he will send up
consequences if they are mistaken. old Spanish buraucracy usually constiblood.
a trial bottle. Thanks, awfully, brothBig mountain
Tppograghy
Sometimes. I have no doubt, such let- tuted the consersatlve party, and the
range near the west coast, it er: no one in this ranch ia "Htlfl.vl "
ters contain statements not far from adventuresome element the liberals.
The editor never had but one fit in
volcanoes,
Many
East coast
the truth. On the other hand, there The union was dissolved in 1833. A
nts lire, and that was last fall when a
are lots oi cranks in this world who union that comprised all the states
low.
delinquent subscriber suddenly butted
t hink it is their duty to tell imaginary but Costa Rica was afterward formed,
Climate Tropic.
In and paid up ten years' back subgrievances to the governor ia this but It lasted only three years. Hondu'
scription. This liked to have finished
way. Other territorial officers. I un- ras, Nicaragua and Salvador tried to
us, dui we are willing to stand the
derstand, are bothered in. the same
like manv times wer nrnvi,1el the
manner.
' I am ready at all times to listen
cause conies from the same source.
Jackson, Ky., Hustler.
to any one having a complaint a?ainst
3B
TTti
tT
any official over whom I have authorA Trag'e Finish.
ity, and if such a complaint is well
A watchman's neglect permitted a
founded to take whatever action is
necessary. However, anonymous comleak In the groat North Sea dyke,
any atwhich a child's finger could have stopmunications will not reci-iv- e
Written Especially for The Evening Citizen.
ped, to become a ruinous break, detention at my hands.
Life is too
vastating an entire province of Holshort."
r,
(By special arrangement
with a tion progress to a serious stage, sup- land. In like manner Kenneth
of anceboro, Me., permitted a
prominent tuberculosis expert of this posed to be "chronic grippe,'' "chronSUSPECT BOLTEN
lit'ie cold to go unnoticed until a
city. The Evening Citizen will pub- ic malaria." or "dyspepsia."
series oi articles, one each Sat-- '
Gradual loss of weight should make tragic finish was only averted by Pr.
i
TAKEN TO CLAYTON lish
urday, dealing with that malady, a person suspicious and should cause K:ng s New Discovery. He writes:
which is fast becoming the national him to seek the best medical aid for "Three doctors gave me up to die of
MAN WHO KILLED C. GILG HAS disease, consumption, or the ''Great careful physical examination
and ex- lur.g inflammation, caused by a nePRELIMINARY HEARING SHOT White Plague." These articles, writ- amination of the sputum for evidence glected cold; But Dr. King's
saved my life."
Guarten as they are, by oue w ho has made of consumption. This is especially the
THE WRONG MAN.
this specific malady a life study, will case If, in addition to the loss of anteed best cough asd cold cure, at
50c and 1.00.
Trial
L. D. BoItn, the real estate dealer, treat of the disease from its incep-- 1 weight, there is a loss of appetite with all druggists.
who was arrested for the murder of i km to its most advanced Btage, and increased frequency of the hen rt beat, bottle free.
c
sheepman, last were secured and will be published afternoon fever and morning cough.
C. Gilg, a wealthy
Big Change In "Rupe," Too.
Friday, was given a preliminary hear- In the nope that i.y their perusal some
In a consumption the temperature
ing yesterday in Clayton. Sheriff Gar- unfortunate being may be saved, and' often falls below normal (98.6) in the .Rupert Beetham, of Cadiz, was in
cia took the prisoner back to Clayton if only one, out of The Citizen's many morning and frequently rises to 100 town Monday, calling on boyhood
from Raton, where Bolton was taken readers, profl's t.iereby to the extent in the evening.
It would be well, friends.
Rupert was at one time one of the
for sale keeping. The sheriff, who of successfully combating the dreaded therefore, for a person who suspects
small boys in West Lafayette.
He
was out of town at the time iff the disease, then the physician who writes he has consumption, to take his temKilling, stated that he would have these articles, and the paper which perature morning, noon and evenings wore knee breeches and played one
sworn In extra guards and stood off publishes tnem, will feel fully repaid for several days and make a record old cat. Now he Is post master at
the mob. Instead of having him se lor their trouble and expense.)
f it. which will be of value to the Cadiz, a practicing lawyer, a husband
and father, and last of all a member
creted away to Raton.
physician whom tie consults,
Bolton was asked ft he had anyARTICLE V.
As the disease progresses the symp of the school board.
"Rupe" said West Lafayette had
thing to say, and is quoted ns making
toms become more distinctive.
The
the following statement:
Symptoms of Consumption.
evident wasting, the daily fever and changed so much since he last passed
"I have only tills to say: I killed a
The onsets of all cases of consump- unnatural brightness of tho eyes, the through it, nine years ago, that he
triend of mine, when I intended to tion are by no means the same. In flushed cheeks, the night sweats and hardly recognized anything by
sdioot that scoundrel, George Hobson.
lane and 'Squire Beall. West
tact, many people have consumption the continued cough and expector-in- - Lafayette (O.) Indicator.
I am sail a sick man from the beatmore
indicate
definitely
ation
the
gave
ing Holison
me."
and the disease is arrested in the
vasioa of the disease. Hemorrhage
Old Chronic sore.
It Is reported that Bolton's mind Is
stages before there have been of the lungs, following or associated
As a dressing for old chronic sores
unbalanced.
any symptoms which would lead to a with any of these more or less char
Is
nothing so good as Chambersuspicion that the disease existed.
acteristlc symptoms, will prant with there
Salve.
lain's
While it is not advisable
disease
of
The
sympKms
the
first
reasonable certainty to the existence to heal
YOUNG WARRIORS
sores entirely, they should
may be loss of appetite and loss of of consumption.
Anv or all of these be kept old
condition, for which
OF SANTA FE weight, fatigue on slight exertion, symptoms should cause the patient to this salvein isgood
especially valuable. For
general feeling of languor, lack of seek at once the most competent med-- i
sore
nipples Chamberlain's Salve has
energy
ambition, rapid pulse, fe- ical advice.
no superior.
PRACTICE ON LAS VEGAS RIFLE ver in and afternoon
For sole by all
I'nfortunutely.
and evening and
many consumptives
the
RANGE
AND
MAKE
FINE a cough which is most noticeable in fail to heed the advice given them.,
SCORES.
the morning. Chills often occur dur- this is especially true in the earlier
1 1 1 1
ing the early stages of consumption. stages of the disease, when the patient
NOTICE TO SUM- f
The members of Company K, First The cough may have existed for Instead of availing himself of a methMER WANDERERS.
regiment of infantry, New Mexico Na- months with practically no improve- od of cure, spends a goodly oor'lon of
it
tional guard, in Santa Fe. who went ment of the general health, or the ;hU time in trying to persuade hlm-Have The Evening Citizen for- to Las Vegas for a shoot on the range slight, hacking cough, usually wore self, his friends, and even Lis phy-- i1
your
to
address when if
wardtd
there Saturday, have returned to the in the morning, may have been so in- sician that an error has
made In
you go away on your vacation, if
Capital city, bringing back three ex- significant or may have occasioned so his case. To such patients the evi-- I
If you are now a paid up sub- - 4
pert riflemen, namely. Adjutant Gen- little annoyance, that the patient will dence brought out by the symptoms
scriber. please let us know w hen
f
Sergeant
A.
Tarkington,
H.
P.
J.
redeny
eral
having a cough at all or w ill
presented, by a physical examination
you order the paper forwarded,
Mcllughe and Corporal Charleg
member it only after careful question- of the lungs and a bacteriological exand alo let us know if you de-- t
by
was
ing.
score
Ser
The best
made
Consumption often follows la amination of the sputum, counts but
sire
it stopped at your home ad200
rapid
yards,
Mctiughe
grippe.
at
jeant
pneumonia.
measles. and iittie. This is unfortunate not only
Be careful to give post-- t
dress.
i
24
whooping
twenty
of
hits
seconds! a total
lire
cough.
for the consumptive, but for the peooffice, hotel or street address, in
a
23.
Adjutant
Gen
out of
There are other Individuals w ho are ple at Iurg- -.
t all cased.
eral Tarkington also made the same subject to "colds," these colds ocr
score. Corporal Viera did aoine crack
increasing frequency, and each '(Continued In nest Saturdays Issue
Hhooting at l.ouu yards and at rapid ring wiih Increasing frequency, and
of The E r.ing Citizei..)
tiie work lie proved himself lo be one each one resisting treatment more
E. E. BURLINGAME & CO.,
of the best shots in the team. He w ill stubbornly than the one which
;,a: y suffer from
h- rv n t let
probably be among those who will so
. r any itching
it, these attacks leading up to
of thesMn. ASSAY OFFICE
sorts
10 the bis shoot at Seagirt, New lei-- '. the one which remains.
Such an on- Iran's Oinm:e:.t jives Instart relief.
Bampttt by mail r
'tbtilifthrd ia Color ado.
Those who went to l.a-- t Vegas set of consumption Is so Insidious
I erfectly
safe
; rr
will rrcrivc prompt a ad carrlul attention
i.
were: Adjutant General A. P.
that the disease la often firmly estab- children. A! Iragi-'is'- i
sell ,t.
o a.mtW
Onlrf
Elinor Ridllnn
wvitd w wiiivi wwiiiwm
First Sergeant J. H
lished before the patient's suspicion
ort PURCHASED.
1J0
Corporal Charles Viera and as to the nature of his ailment is at
A Cluzaa Want ad does the work. I'contatloii Tests
i?rtcjr,,;Jul
Privates A T. Reed and 1 S. Nichols all aroiisej. Many cases of consump Try one.
17
Lawrence St., Dsvr, Colu.
.

01

L -

;v

September 17th to 22nd, 1906.

$10,000 in Purses for Horse Races
2:18 Pace Surburg't Grain Plug Cut To- - '
bacco Stake, $1,000.00.
2:20 Trot Carnation Cream Stake, $1,000.00.
2:13 Pace Moet 4. Chandon'e White Seal
Champagne 8take, $1,000.00.
2:09 Pace Mitchell Wagon Stake, $1,000.00.
$1,500.00 for Base Ball.
$1,000.00 Fruit nd Vegetable Exhibits.
Relay Races.
Ladies' Half-Mil- e
Race.

Mc-Ive-

Cat-swa-

nm

Ix-e- n

Vi--r- a.

-

po.-sib-le

irttiniiutuiH

tSfU

pre-ceed-

t

S

Reduced Rates
on all Railroads

sillj

Don't Be Backward.
Do not hesitate to ask for n free
sample of Chamberlain's Stomach and
Liver Tablet. We are glad to
them to anyone who Is troubled
biliousness, constipation, or any
order of the stomach. Many have
permanently cured by their use.
sale by ail druggists.

give
with

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

dis-

been
For

"Is Genevieve the most modest girl
you ever saw?"
liy, she s so modest
"Yea. Bhe la.:
she won't go io the theater unless tshe
can s!t In a reserved seat."
Never can tell when you'll mash a
finger or suffer a cut, bruise, burn or
scald. Re prepared. Dr. Thomas
Electric OH Instantly relieve the pain
quickly cures the wound.
SCREEN TIME IS COMING.
Window screens. 7 cents per foot.
A home made door, with trimmings,
for $1.25.
We are making window screens all
mortised together, and as strong as
a door, for 7 cents a square foot. A
or
that
screen door,
will outlast any door shipped in here
from the cast, together with trimmings, for $1.25.We make the regular shop made
screen doors that have always cost,
heretofore, $2.00 to $2.25, for $1.50.
SUPERIOR LUMBER AND

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

PLANING

MILL CO.

Try a Citizen Want ad.

RAILROADJIME

TABLE

effect July 1. 190C.)
Eastbound.
No. 2, Atlantic Express, arrives 7:61
a. tu., departs 8:26 a. m.
No. 4, Chicago Limited, arrives 11:6
p. m., departs 12:0tf a. m.
No. 8, Chicago & Kansac City Ei
press, arrives 6:45 p. m., depart

1

DEN VBR
&

-

very-earl-

rtuttt i
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i

2fp&

t
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Maneuver by United State Troop.'
Baby Show.
Jersey 8tock Show.
Poultry Exhibit
Trade Display.
Flower Parade.
Montezuma Ball.
Carnival attractions, with 20 show on
street carnival all th tlm.
80METHING DOING ALL THE TIME.

Territorial Fairs for quarter of a century,
but nothing like this

er

of Consumption

All

A

ALBUQUERQUE

-

tiorn

J&nmaaU

Twenty-Sixt-h

'store.

"" v "'' a i a

First Nat'l Bank Bid.

HAPPY CHILDHOOD

1

York."
He then asked the officer if he had
his money. The jader replied that he
iiad $110 which belonged to Johnson.
'
"If that Is the caae. I have been

per

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS IMPROVEM'I GO.

i

.

Tark-iugtoi-

ot

per lot

Philippines WaKes Up
in Padded Cell

Ne figfinite Pnaspeir'1ty

(LUnfive'irsfity

TRAIN

Soldier Returning From

About the 1st of September Look Out For Some Big Doings in

RIO SYSTEM
GRANDE
"Scenic Line of the World"

(III

7:45 p. m.

Westbound.
California Express, arrives 7:S
p. m., departs 8:15 p. m.
No. S. California Limited,
rrle
ll:0,'i a. m . departs 11:23 a. m.
No. 7. Mexico & California Express
arrives l:':o5 p. m., dejiarts ii.4i
'
p. iu
Southbound.
No. :'7, Kl I'aso train, departs at 12:35
No.

1.

p. m

Local freight train. No. 99, south
bound, departs at 6 a. m., and car

ries passengers.
Arrives From South.
No. 22, Mexico Express, arrives

7: j
a. m.
No. 1 runs direct to Los Angeles.
No. 7 runs direct to San Francisco.
No. 3 rum direct to Los Angeles and

Saa Fraucisco-A!train dully.

Shortest and quickest line from
Santa Fe to Denver, Pueblo and Colorado Springs and all Colorado
points. Connection at Denver and Pueblo with all line east and west.
Tim a quick and rate a low a by
and other lines.
DININQ
PULLMAN
SLEEPERS,
CARS, TOURIST CARS,
CHAIR CARS.
On all

through trains. No tiresome
delays at any station.

For Illustrated advertising matter
or information, address or apply to

S. K. HOQPER, G. P. & T. A.. Denver, Colo.
A. S. BARNEY, T. P. A., Santa Fe, New Mex.

l

T. E. PURDT. Agent.
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GET THE NEWS

Snobbery of ReicB,
London Ambassador

Published Daily and Weekly.
,

By The Citizen Publishing Company
Business Manager.

President.

Asteroid: Republics

X3fQ
On the third page of this issue The Cltlien today
presents Its readers with a map of Central America,
and some historical and statistical matter concerning

country. Attention of Cltlien readers is Invited
thereto in view of the fact that the United States are
at present engaged In an effort to prevent what promised lb be a general war among the republics down
there; and of the additional fact that The Cltlien has
already published two of a highly interesting series of
correletters from leander McFail , the
spondent, who Is taking a muleback trip through Central America.
AjI an exchange
says, and as the history on
page three of The Cltlien fully sustains, war has become
a hatjft with these republics, which have as little of area
as they have of true republican principles.
Permanent union At all the Central American states
into one republic would be entirely practicable If they
could live at peace with one another; and If they were
united, they would possess in the aggregate enough
strength Vo make a nation of respectable slie, capable
of maintaining an efficient government, of developing
their wonderful resources ond of exerting a notable influence in the affairs of the world. The United Stales Is
at least doing Its part in trying to keep them from flying at one another's throat.
Next to union atmwg themselves, as the United
States of Central America, .the next best thing would be
for Mexico to appropriate them as Iturblde attempted
to ha.ve done as long ago as 1822.
tu

well-kno-

X5fQ

Duluth

W. T. McCREIGrtT,

W. 8. 8TRICKLER,

Big Crops

had hardly quit talking about the wonderful
bumrJcr crops of last year, when a report Is issued show
ing"
the crops of this year in many respects far excel
tiiemj All the
adjectives and nearly all
possible comparisons have been exhausted in striving
to mjike the country comprehend the Immensity of its
crop
H is commonplace to say that, the farmer could pay
the datiomil debt without making any very perceptible
bole lin the proceeds from his crops for a single year.
We J;now by bpart that the agricultural exports the
surplus left over aftPr all our own needs are supplied
have amounted in sixteen years to mure than the value
of all the railroads In the country; and that If the farmer keeps up the present rate of production two years
longor he will have produced in ten years an amount of
wealti equal to half the entire national wealth nrevious-l- y
produced In three centuries.
We know these things thoroughly, anil thil In ;ie'' Iter this nor any other country, from the t,me records
were, begun, had last year's bumper crops ever been
paralleled.
They are paralleled now In 1he July crop
report, which partly reveals and partly promises an
equally Inconceivable mass of wealth. Wheat, which is
already largely harvested, may go beyond the record by
30,000.tm bushels. Corn promises to be only 4,0(K),i(ii)
bushels short of last year's huge record of 7.208,000.00(1
bushels. The four great crops of corn, hay, wheat and
oats will probably 'be worth this year alout a fourth as
much as all the gold dim in all the world since Columbus
discovered the continent.

tat

high-soundi-

Worship

Newt-Tribun-

OOCKXCC0CKOC00
William E. Curtis, in his special corrtt.pondt.nce to
states that Ambassador Reld
the Chicago Record-Heralpays $40,000 per year for his London residence and t20,-00- 0
for his country house. His total annual expenses
are estimated at over $250,000, so that at the end of his
four years of service he will have spent a million dollars from his private purse on social splendor.
His city residence Is Dorchester house, it Is second
in magnificence only to Buckingham Palace, the London residence of the king. A thousand guests can be
In its twelve drawing rooms without crowding, and the White house would look Insignificant beside It.
If this government should decide to build refddeneea
for Its ambassadors, anything It might erect in London
would look like servants' quarters as compared tr this
It !s
five million dollar palace occupied by Mr. Reld.
'
proposed lo Increase the salaries of ambassador
thirty or forty thousand dollars a year with a moderate
If this were done and Mr.
allowance for entertainment.
Reld's successor attempted to live on his salary and allowance, he would make the social appearance of a vilin comparison with the royal splendor
lage
of the Reld regime.
To any but an American, to whom thinking in millions has become a habit, any such expenditure as Mr.
Reld's would sound like an Indian fairy tale. No other
country's diplomatic representative at any court at-- ,
tempts such extravagance.
No other American representative has ever equaled it.
To hold that anything of the sort is wholesome or
dignified or sane, la absurd.
It Is merely vain glory
and common snobbery. It Is worse than that, for it gives
a false notion of this country as evidence that the United
States has to depend for its strength and influence at
the first court of Europe on the amount of money its
representative spends.
If an international crisis should arise Mr. Reid's
sounding brass and tinkling cymbals would be found
worthless. He would have to rely for his Influence upon
the power, the integrity and simple courage of the people he represents, while the United States would have
to depend largely upon whatever ability and forcefulness
Mr. Reld "has in himself. Splurge and the show the
vulgir love would be found worse than valueless in the
face of a great emergency.
d,

enfc-rtaine-

Railway Barometer

B?0

Wh ere To
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THE ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN

According to the Rocky Mountain News, next to

good crops and a norma demand for iron end teel
raliroad building is looked upon as the certain sign of
material prosperity In America. Thus far our record
years in railroad construction have also constituted our
record, years in frade, the one, seemingly, being closely
related to the other. In fact, raliroad construction reflects good crops and makes an active demand for iron

and steel products, such as rails, locomotives, bridges,
cars, etc.
Judged by this standard the year 1906 is in the "all
right' clasB on its merits, and not by reason of favors
from Wall Btreet, or any other expression of manufactured prosperity or frenzied finance. Statistics gathered
for the first half of 1906, by the Railway Age and other
expert authorities. Indicate that the present ' year will
surpass" all 'records for railroad construction, with the
possible exception of 1903, when the sudden advance in
values of stocks, and the movement toward consolidation of transportation lines, gave construct ion a peculiar
impetus.
,
Work finished by June 30, and estimates of work
likely to be finished by December 31, indicate that the
amount of new track laid this year will exceed that of
1902, which was 5.G84 miles, and may equal that of 1903,
which was 5,786 miles.
. i
.
According to the Newton Republican, the average
number of passengers in each railroad train in the
United Sl.ates in 1904 was 50.25.
This represents a
growth from about 39 a train in 1898, but is still far
below the development attained, abroad. In 1898 Germany carried an average of 71 persons in each train, and
India had the large figure of 189. The development of
the electric railway in this country and the frequent
train service help to keep down the average. On each
of the 212,000 miles of railway In 1904 there was carried
an average of 104,198 passengers. That 1b to say, the
aggregate passenger mileage of the country, according
to The Railway World, divided by the mileage of the
track. Rives the figure named. In Germany, as far back
as 1898. ,thl8 figure wag 342.000 persons; in France ...
was 283,nw) In 1897;. In, India, 289.000 and in Austria,
213.000. The figures for Great Britain are noi

......

.

.

Henry Clews seems somewhat surprised thui Hie
of another Immense crop ofVarm products has
not had the effect to raise the price of Btockg in the
Block gambling haunts of Wall street.
He very properly attributes this condition to the money market. Uie
rule bing hlgh money, low stock. The scarcity of
money for stock gambling he attributes to the want of
elastlchy in our currency, to the superabundant demand,
,UI ""eMiiiem in real estate, and to the unprecedented
issue of new stocks and bonds. There Is one element it.
Ihe scarcity of money for mock gambling which Mr.
Clews fails to take into consideration.
It lies in the
fact that the multiplied millions of insurance companies'
money, which formerly war at the beek pud call of any
of the big stock gamblers, cannot any longer be had for
auch purposes. The withdrawal of these many millions
will result In bringing the stock market to a business
basis.
pror-peot- s
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ALBUQUERQUE

PACE FOUR.
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By Several Thousand Dollars. It
must be sold at some price. Go it
must. Don't confound this sale
with any of the many fake sales
now going on. So many stores at
this season merely plow over their
stock and then tag the "weeds" with
clearance cards. Such sales are
paper sales and nothing more. You
will find here no tricks, no shams,
no strings tied to our many offers
t

Call and Get My Prices
Fine

Qothing and
Furnishing!

M. MAMBEILIL

London Club SUMMER

The World's Work.

STABLE

SANITARY BOARDING

.

-

Christian Scientists Services are
OCkXKXX0XKXX)XK0OC0CVi.V(.'0
held every Sunday morning at 11
We opened for subscription July 1,
F. I). Coburn, who declined the United Siiots
clock. In the Women's Club rooms. a new series of monthly payment savatorahip from Kansas, is a practical tarnier, who lias in the Commercial club building, cor- ings installment stock; $1 per month
enriched the world's crop with lessons from the fanners ner of West Gold avenue and South will carry a $200 share.
Also a series of prepaid investment
He started when a boy from tits mme in Fourth street.
lf his state.
stock paying 6 per cent interest, on
One cold PAWHUSKA HOLD ITS
Wisconsin to make a career in the west.
deposits of $100 and upwards.
morning in February he walked across the Missouri river
FIRST CITY ELECTION.
Liberal withdrawal privileges on all
into Kansas and got n Job as a cattle herder on a farm
Pawhuska, Okla., July 21. I'awlius- - stock.
In five years he owned a little farm of his own.
He ka. which has made a sudden jump
We will loan you money to buy or
began to study cattle raising and agriculture.
The state from an Indian agency to a fuli build you a home at once, if you be
board of agriculture, impressed by an article on stock fledged city. Is holding Its first mutiic- - come a stockholder.
raising that he had written, engaged him to tabulate pal election today and there is conthroughout the
slderable
Building and Loan
simo reports. These proved so accurate and compre- city. A fullenthusiasm
set of city officials is be The
hensive that when a vacancy occurred he was made ing elerted. There are only two tick
Association of Albuquerque
state secretary of agriculture. Then began his remark ets in the field and trood men are on
Established in 1888.
able work as reconstrurtor and upl'tiilder of fiericuJture, both tickets.
19, GRANT BLOCK.
ROOM
only
in
Kansas,
in
noi
but
the whole country. Mr
Coburn was not satisfied with the ordinary method of
A NEW SHOW
EVERY WEEK.
H. H. TILTON,
collecting facts about i farms and crops. What ihe state
Secretary.
needs Is-farm census." he said. He got. the legisla
Manager Davis, of the Tennv Par Any Information Desired Furnished.
lure to enact a funn census law nniking every county lor, 216Mi South Second street, an
clerk responsible for the gathering of facts in his conn nounces a change of program, new
ty. He devised a system of blanks adaptable for every pictures and new songs every Satur
kind of farm. Each farm census was not only a meas day morning, A whole show for a
ure of the state's agriculture, but an index to the people's penny.

Adams & Dilgard

Hot

BUILDS UP THE SYSTEM.
CURES RHEUMATISM.
CURES K:DNEY AILMENTS.

Springs

CURES DIABETES.
CURES INDIGESTION.
CURES DROPSY.
ACCOMMODATIONS
CLASS.

FAYWOOD,

:

New Mexico

.

FIRST

See Saot- - Fe Agent for round
trip rates, teed for thirty days.

A. C. BILICKE AND JNO. S. MITCHELL INVITE THEIR FRIENDS
MAKE NEW MEXICO HEADQUARTERS AT THE

TO

HOLLENBECK HOTEL
Los Angeles, Calif.

Your friendship and patronage is appreciated.
Courtesy and attention
guests la a pleasure to us.
HOLLENBECK HOTEL AND CAFE BETTER THAN EVER.
CONVENIENT AND DESIRABLE.

to

LOCATION

New Mexico people spending the Summer on the beaches are welcome to
One summer a withering drouth parched the corn
feel at home in our hotel when visiting Los Angeles.
Garden
Summer
Badaracco's
crop. The farmers were In despair. Mr. Coburn made
DEPOT AND BEACH LINE CARS STOP AT THE HOLLENBECK DOOR.
experiments with kafflr corn, a hardy crop that needed
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.
little rain. The result was the introduction of kaffir
corn, which Is Immune against drouth, into the, state
Fine Whiskies, Wines, Brandies tmd
crops. Wbeat is Kansas' greatest crop.
Mr. Coburn soft drinks. Good
restaurant and
showed the farmers how certain kinds of wheat were bowling alleys In connection. Every
1
adapted' to certain sections of the state. The result was body welcomed and accommodations
1
s.
an increase of millions of dollars In the farmers' coffers. Ten years'ago scarcely an acre of alfalfa had been
planted east of the Rockies. "If this crop can grow west
Embalming Is Our' Specialty
of the Rockies and in the far east, it ought to thrive in
There's no "maybe" about it. What
Kansas, said Mr. Coburn. He proved on his own farm
you want it to do, it WILL, do.
that it could. Then he wrote a book on alfalfa which is
Cor. Fifth Street and Railroad Ave.
now one of the standard works on the subject. Today
It is in Itself, an emancipaiion procColo, phone. Black, 298.
Auto., 152.
on millions of acres in Kansas and many other states
lamation which has liberated its tens
alfalfa is produced that is paying the farmers from $50
of thousands of white slaves in the
tt
to $i0 an acre.
battle between worry and comfort; bemt. tooitrn 8 books and reports are now read m a
tween dirt and cleanliness; between
so reads the proverbs.
dozen countries.
He refuses the highest honor In the
inconvenience and handiness; or, in
gift of his state to continue his work for the farmers.
it is a poor way for a hungry man
short, between the old antiquated
to dlne& Any man who. saves a
coal Stove methods and up to date
00XXX)XCXCKXCKXXXXXCCX0000
,
little out of hU earnings and
las Range Idtas.
places It in the bank, can bot'a
sleep and dine. His sleep will be!
WE'VE SAMPLES AT THE OFfree from financial worry and his
FICE TO SHOW YOU.
Apne S.' Love.
dining satisfying.
The wage earner and the salary
OOOV"CCCKXXCC00
man are the ones who should save
The tree has been celebrated from time Immemorial 1
The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Co.
something out of their income. A
for It a longevity, Its perennial freshness and its likeness
lit,tle saved each week or month,
CORNER 4th A NO GOLD
to truth. In the Old Testament the cedars of Lebanon
0
0! as ibf case may be, will put you
are symbolic of prosperity and strength, and even cow 0
year. Beat the end of
ahead
are venerated by Arabs, and other nations celebrate
,
fore long y"u will have an income
A
SPARKLING!
mass annually under their shade.
WITH
WIT
AND
HUMOR.
SOMEthe dollars you saved.
from
in America we have many famous trees. The En
A bank account helps you to save
dlcott pear tree Is said lo have been set out bv the gov THING TO MAKE ONE LAUGH.
AMATEUR CONTEST ON FRIDAY
ernor, and equally famous is the pear tree imisirted
and gives you a safe place for your
NIGHT.
LEADING DRUGGISTS
lroni Holland in 1M7 by Peter Stuyesant and planted by
saving until you find a good
CASH
P
AWARDED
THE
..ES
him in his garden. This tree still flourishes and Is now
The money is always
, Mail Orders Filled Same Day Received.
protected by an iron railing. William Penn made his WINNER.
available.
fatuous ireaty with the Indians under the spreading
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
BOTH PHONES
PRICES OF ADMISSION. 15 AND THE BANK OF COMMERCE
Li finches of an elm tree.
25 CENTS.
NEW
MEXICO
ALBUQUERQUE,
The history of the charter oak of Hartford. Conn
is familiar to aU. This famous old tree was preserved
until k r,t', . when ii was blown down durng a violent
"toriti. and tb, place where It once stood Is now maiUcd
ii
with a monument.
In Hostori common stands a worn and broken
Agajlnst its withered trunk rests the tablet placed
there neatly u third of a century ago. It unn. unices to
all the world. 'Under this tree Washington
look
Per Gallon
$1.50
command of the American army July 3, 1775."
j
on
Special
Large
Price
Orders
Itoston also possesses un Interesting
elm called
l iberty Tree."
Under it the Sons of Liberty, an early
Delivered to any part of thfe city
patriotic socety, used to meet In 1 75. After Its de- struct ion by Urlt ish soldiers j,, 1775 a sculptured repre- filiation was placed on ihe spot where it once stood.
Phone Colo. Red S2.
At One Hundred and Forty fifth street. In New York,
stands a melancholy group of sour gums, planted by
Alexander Hamilton in commemoration of the union of
V
he ihirteeu colonies to throw off the British yoke
LOOKS GOOD TO

Funeral Directors

first-clas-

Pin Your Faith to Ihe Gas Range

.Casino Theater.

Lyllian
Leighton
Stock Co

He who sleeps,dines,

But

tomTghi

Some Remarkable

Trees in History
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THE BEST IN TOWN
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BASE

rh-s- i

BALL
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Santa Fe Centrals
vs. Mcintosh Browns.

the

editorial in last evening's l'Hi.e;i on His!
History" was taken from Hie (ilobe-lemo- HIS BLUNDER.
'i "t I i''.e cieini i nereior was jnven with the e.ipy, hut
Kn H.er So Jones
mixed in his
?
e.i- liocker-- - V s.
inadvjei-lentiHe li.l.l his wife thai he tia.l be
omified Nor las the omisslun noticed n
the iroof reading.! Accidents will Imppen in the l,e.,i ip all niKl" 'ltil tile hahy itnd his . inpioyer that he
remilp'ed pribtlu offi(.-R- .
Ha rp. r's Ht.zar.
(was .,eia:n.d in the office on l.ii)n.- -.
j

y

F
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Tickets 50c.
chased at J. H.

Groe' fcr
O Ft'eMy

parawtaCTjfra

Ell

Co.

LOUDON'S JERSEY FARM

Traction Park

i

In

I

PLEASANTLY SITUATED.
EASY TO REACH.
RELIEVES PAIN.

lives.

In the Nogales Oasis. Colonel Hird, the editor of fhat
always interesting and able Journal, recently said with
great force that there are two parties who have rights
and interests In the admission of any state. One party
is the people of the state about to be admitted. The
oher party is the people of the Union already existing,
and into which the state prosses to enter. The party
of the second part has the larger interests and the paramount rights. "As the chief representative
of the
party of the second part President Roosevelt has just
WRONG END UP.
as much right to present bis views on the subject of
Pa Twaddle-W- hy
jire ymi spanking Tummy?
Jointure to the people of 'Arizona as has
Ma Twaddles lie heeds c les-oi,i,,l I'm iiin.ress- Murby of Arizona to present his own views upon the inn it on his mind.
same subject lo the people of New Mexico, which the
Pa Twaddles Well, you've
n bhuned )iieer I.Uii
latter named gentleman has done."
pis lo where ihe lad's mind is simaied rievelini.il'
I

Credit

RESORTS AND HOTELS

Faywood

BEGIN NOW

"

O-

I

No. 424 North Second St.

MONEY SAVER

Who Refused
Seat in tlhe Semite

Fine Qothing and
Furnishings

LIVERY COMPANY

F. T. SCHMIDT, Prop.
Methodist Episcopal Church
Rev. J. C. Ronins. 1). P. pastor. Sun
Auto., 311.
day school meets at 9:4T. Strangers Colo, phone, Blk. 35.
cordially welcomed. Morning worship
at 11 a. m with sermon by the pas
tor: "The Secret of Divine Guidance. ' BE A
Mrs. McDonald will sing "Jesus. My
Refuge" hv Danks. Anthem. "O. Sa- AND THEN A HOME OWNER
Icur of the World," John Goss. H. A.
Cooper will preacn. The church is
PROVIDE FOR THE FUTURE
located at the corner of Lend avenu
The public
and South Third street.
nviltd to all services.

00XC0X00000
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We've Too Much Clothing

O

Firt

1606.

21,

UNLOADING SMIE

Congregational and Baptist Services at tne Baptist church. Morning
service at 11 o'clock. Topic of sermon, "Christ, the Ladder
Heavenward," Rev. J. W. Barron. Young
People's society at 7 o'clock. Topic
of evening sermon, "A Faith That
Saves." The following musical program will be rendered. The members
of the two churches are urged to be
present. Strangers cordially invited;
Prelude, Largo Appasslonate
Beethoven
Offertory from "The Holy City". ...
A. R. Gaul
Anthem "Hark! Hark, My Soul!"
Harry Rowe Shelley
Mrs. Ed Hale. Mrs. Martha Browne- Gibbs, Soloists.
Postlnde March
Mendelssohn
Following is the evening program:
Prelude
Intermezzo, "Adoration"
Gaul
Offertory
Schumann
Anthem "Savior, When Night InH. R. Shelley
volves the Skies"
Mrs. B. A. Collister, Soloist.
Gotinon
Postlnde Grand Chorus
organist.
Rose Flitrelle-Gfdeon- .
T. Y. Maynard, chorister.
Rev.
Firat Presbyterian
Church
Hugh A. Cooper, pastor. Services at
11 a. ni. and 8 p. m.
In the morning
the pastor will deliver the second ser
mon In the series on tile "Indesructl- le Book, on the special topic, "Who
Wrote It?" In the evening the Presbyterian congregation will jutn with
the congregation of the Fit-- ; Methor
dist, church. Subject of sermon.
of the Prodigal." A cordial in- ltatlon to all. During th next three
weeks there will be union services,
the aervlcea being held at the Meth
odist church on Sabbath mornings and
at the Presbyterian church Sabbath
evenings.

JULY

SATURDAY,

Game and street car fare

if pur-

t drug itere or Stugrtt' cigar stand.

jitter

ffl

J

Thai's what you'll eay when you
see that Lice little home, ail furdown
rd
nished, fur 1.3u0:
balance JS a mon'b.
"0

PORTERFIELD

CO

110 WEST COLD
9

SATURDAY,

JULY 21,

ALBUQUERQUE

1906.

how

SOCORRO AND ITS EARTHQUAKES

mum was
KILLED

AS IT REALLY WAS AND IS

False Reports Hurtful
ChimBuilding Shaken Down-Fe- w
neys Off Extent of Damage.

C11IZEX.

PAG

THE MISSION STYLE OF

S POPULAR

RCHITECTUR

Some Interesting Facts For Builders--Description of Dr. Cams' Handsome Mission Home.

WAS CASE OF LIFE OK DEATJi

t

FIVI.

Extra Special

BY CURL VOGEL

Vogel Gives Thrilling Account
.of His Encounter With
Escaped Convict.

toTown-No- ta

EVENING

We have ori sale a larpe lot of

Carpet Remnanls ;

A

Some of them juet enough to tcvrr
room or eltting rccm
Ingrain, Bruieelg and Axminttef
.
leaa than actual coat.
Come In and brl r meaturtmenti bf
your room. We will be able to fur- -'
niah you with a nice carpet for tty
I
little money.

a email bed

The story of the killing of the desperado, Ruperto Gonzales, in fhe Jenie
mountains on Wednesday evening by
Ca-- 1 Acgel, a young cattleman
living
The extent lo which the beautiful: The house faces south, the front
near Cabezon, is tven more thrilling
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NEW YORK FASHION LETTER1
Sptclal Correspondency
New York. July 21. I.aro flinl embroidery, embroidery and laces, repeated in every variation known to
the niauuructurer and modiste, l the
keynote of the present fashion. TailIntended for utilitarian
ored gown
purposes are the only dresses t hat are
tree from the mure fanciful effect!1.
ami even with these a lace or embroidered cuff and collar set Is per
missible.
Most decidedly this is a season of
lingerie, and it Is too dainty and ef
fective u style to soon lose its vogue.
While used upon all sorts of materials
whole crosses aje now made of It, hats
are made of them, stockings are dec- orated with them, gloves, stocks,
belts, and Indeed everything In the
well dressed woman's wardrobe bus
some little bit of lace or embroidery
upon it.
Of course if one can afford it, they
should be of the real hand made
quality; but with the exception of a
few fine pieces, the majority of us
must content ourselves with a high
grade machine quality; and, ho expert'
goods from St. (iallen ami Plauen
grades.
For a slight figure one of the most
beautiful gowns lately seen was made
white batiste
from
flouncing.
The foundation skirt was
d
model,
of silk made from a
while the outside consisted of four.
in
graduated flounces. thP
width at the bottom, w hile the one at
the top was laid in tiny tucks about
the waist forming a corselet effect
that suggests the princess mode.
Above, the bodice was made of snow-flak- e
net over a silk having a beautiful floral design. Over this was worn
a dainty fichu bolero with its wing
sleeves made from
the flouncing.
Long white gloves, with embroidered
tops, a parasol covered from the
flouncing, and a white sailor hat, so
changed by bending and trimming
that you would scarcely recognize it
as a sailor, completed a beautiful all- white embroidered costume.
So becoming a feature is the bolero
that nearly all the outdoor costumes
this summer have some suggestion of
it in their construction. An attractive
mode was developed from dotted batiste and embroidered batiste ftounc-- )
ing. To shape the skirt seven gores
were used, while at the bottom, to
add to the flare effect, ruffles each
about six inches deep were added,
headed by an embroidered band trimming.
A fitted lining supported the
waist, which was cut in V outline,
filled in with a Valenciennes yoke and
standing collar. The full sleeves ter
minate at the elbows and are extend
ed to the wrists by deep gauntlet
cuffs. The bolero is formed from the
flouncing on a yoke of Swiss needle
work which follows the lower edge of
the dress yoke. The sleeves are ruffles of flouncing applied to a cap
foundation. A belt of embroidery
completes the costume, while'with It
is worn a white embroidered parasol,
white gloves, and a lingerie hat of
embroidered batiste trimmed with
long stemmed roses.
With these white dresses it is not
only the outside that must be planned
for with much care, but the white
skirts and underwaists must be of the
finest material and must receive as
d

nine-gore-

t

smart traveling frock for a young
is In gray corded pique. It is
sored, to have a paneled effect. The
bottom of the skirt is embroidered
with the linen braid in a conventional
design. This is repeated about the
hips, being slightly graduated in depth
in front.
The blouse has a sailor effect. The
embroidery is used in the yoke and
sleeves. Elongated revers are carried
below the linen belt in the back and
trout.
A

Riri

LOUNGING GOWN

,

rn

"IDEAL WOMAN'S"

or
:oods
much thought in thilr fitting as the the popular cV ( lv"
outside dress. Many slips are made linens.
The sectional flounce skirts scent
from colored silks as well as in white.
are worn particularly well lil.ed for those gowns
With the white dresses
w hite shoes and stocking;1, w hich must
made of soft la'-eand embroidered
flouncing of afisie, the edge of which
te kept in an Immaculate condition.
Is a cumliin.i; ion of embroidery imbed
Hut the embroidered gown is not alFive
heavy 'ace.
ways in w bite, and an example of the with thin utid
colored embroidered dress was (level-ope- d Mores smoothly adjusted about the
u foundation, and ai
in pastel blue embroidered mull hips shape the
The blouse- - inverted box plait removes the fulness
by the princess mode.
The two straight
like waist was shirred on the should- - at the back.
ers, at the center of the front, and at flounces comprising the outside are
each side of the back closing. The ' atlnched to the foundation, but they
yoke had a plastron extension in front might have been joined together thus
and narrow epaulettes were added to foi mltig a separate skirt which could
colored slips.
the shoulders. The sleeves end in- be worn over different measure
about
shirrlngs above the elbows and sup- The foundation should
port band cuffs turned back over them, four yards round while the flounce
to which gauntlet cuffs may be added should have It In Ave and a half yards.
The modish blouse worn with this
when full length is desired. The lowt,
style. A
skirt was In
er edge of the blouse is gathered to square
yoke. samed on the shoulders
the top of the corsage girdle that is
stitched or covered with narrow puffs supports the blouse to which It is
gathered, the fulness tit the lower
and rows of insertion. The skirt
model and edge being adjusted in a similar manshaped from a seven-gore- d
several rows of shirrlngs follow its j ner under a crush girdle of ribliou or
upper edges. A graceful straight silk. The yoke was open at the neck
flounce out lined by top ruffles finishes in round outline from which hung a
pointed bertha and the short sleeves
the bottom.
Numbers of lace dresses are. being ure gathered into lace bands. A chen
made for all occasions except those, lsette aud uudersleeves would bo a
intended for street wear. An elabor- serviceable addition.
Crepe rie Chine was used for the
ate model having the features of the
lace blouse.
hretellc and princess modes were uni- foundation for an
lace and chiffon The latter material was shirred In a
ted In an
gown made over & pastel pink silk. round yoke style and a standing colThe blouse is simply constructed and lar completed the high neck. A cirhas lingerie tucks or shirrlngs at the cular bertha having slight fulness at
front to yoke depth and at each side the front and back may outline the
Above the elbow shirring
of the front closing, and a circular shirring.
bertha is added. A high neck with cause the sleeve to puff out smartly
standing collar was used. The sleeves on the linings, and are completed to
terminate In one or two small puffs. the wrist by gauntlet cuffs.
The new model "coatee" or
The seven-gore- d
skirt and over- is well suited to a construction
blouse tire in princess mode, the lat- ter extending in shapely bretelles in lace, and, worn with a natty silk
over the shoulders, and the front and skin is p. most elegant house costume.
back center of the blouse, is cut to A "coatee' was developed for a bride
form a tab, straps connecting them in a lace having a scolloped edge and
with the side portions, and groups of decorated with fancy buttons. A linwhich
tucks and shirrlngs in each gore be- ing supported the
comingly dispose of the fulness. Rows was shirred on the shoulders and then
gathered In at the waist line toward
of flat trimming or two or thr-'rufthe centre. The shoulders were furfles of point de Venice lace.
One of the prettiest novelties of this ther ornamented with bretelles. lis
season Is the bolero made in lace, for scolloped edges falling free over t'.ie
which the Irish crochet seems to be sleeves that were shirred Into narrow-lacbands at the elbow. The gathered
the. most liked. Made of this lace in
a deep creamy shade over blue silk, ends of the bretelles were secured at
was one whose lower edge rounded each side of the front and back. A
away from the front and part way feature of the coatee is the peplum
up the back. A narrow rolling collar skirt cut in deep points at the front
A silk belt ornamented
outlined the neck, though many are and buck.
made with the collarless effect. The with fancy buttons in front complete
one seam cap sleeves were rounded the costume.
An attractive linen costume designto which were added tiny ruffles.
The bolero described was made to ed as purt of an outfit for the seaside,
be wcrn with a blue embroidered was constructed by a graceful circular
chiffon taffeta trimmed with Irish lace skirt mode. The back and sides were
bandings. The blouse was made over adjusted by means of small plaits to
a lining closing at the left side of the a hip yoke and front panel of
front and was fashioned for ti high embroidered linen. The waist had
neck and standing collar. Shirrlngs tucks extending from the shoulders to
adjust the sleeves into armholes and the belt and a fancy tab yoke and col
the lower edge is fulled into deep lar of the embroidery gives It a pret
bands in short effect. The skirt is of ty finish. The sleeves, of the bishop
the popular circular cut made with a order, had cuffs of embroidery and. as
graceful flounce.
It is of a three-piec- e an extra touch, round bolero of em
construction, a narrow front broidery, made separate from the
gore and circular sections having a waist Is added.
close adjustment about the hips, beThe combination of white and gold
low which it falls In ripples to the Is extremely fashionable.
'With th
it
feet. An inverted
characteriwhite dress there is sure to be seen
zed the back, but the closing was on some ornament of gold, such as 'bar- each side of the front gore. This skirt ettes. bat pins, neck chains,
belt
model Is especially well fitted to other buckles, all beautifully cut and per'
materials, such us Venitian, cheviots. haps enamelled.
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FOR AN IDEAL HOME.'
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WISDOM'S

WHISPERS.

Women like to look upon men as
.Hiving courage whether they have it

or not.
The course a ni;n pursues i& a discission with a woman does not always
represent the true slate of his mind.
'hen a woman makes a mistake at
ctrds fhe does not expect anyone to
tike notice of it, least of all her
bus-han-

d.

9. Political and Industrial, as well
as social equality for man and woman.
10. Model dwelling nouses for poorer as wen as Ticher.
11. Plenty of closets.
12. W'aruroues, In which the hooks
are not beyond the reach of mortal
woman and a step ladder.
13.
A good executive head in the
kitchen as well as in the parlor.
14. Much charity.
15. Good domestic service.
If you
cannot get it individually you can get

It
16.
Some good sentiment and no
sentimentality.
17. A good deal of common sense.
IS. Quick decisions.
19.
Punctuality,
particularly at
tneal times.
20. Standards put into practice, net
in preaching.
21.
A knowledge of housekeeping
as a trade.
22.
System.
23. Consistency.
24. Tue saving grace of humor.

WHY?
A woman's idea of happy married
life is having husband and children
Oh, why should I be always wrong aud
always of her own way of thinking.
nurse be always right?
Men dislike to make explanations
though
:s to why they allowed themselves to 1 cannot guess the answer,
I've tried with all my might,
i,e led into an unfortunate specula- No matter what I ever do, no matter
'on.
how I play,
something
To a woman there is
ieasant In feeling that men look upon She shows me that I should have done
it quite another way.
her as able to bo'.d her own In an
irgument.
men require so much waiting And since I'm sure to make mistakes,!
whatever way I do.
i' pon that they come to be regarded
Some time or other does it not seem
i i selfish boors.
probable to you
in takes as much pride in
(I've thought alxuit thi oftentimes,
handkerchief as
'
and catefu1l and lougi
'
m-- i 1
end Ting.
" sr. w" o ' et'tilat'?8 his opinions That by mistake may be right? And
,
that would make nurse wrou.
not the one
tot .. 1
ia a
Caroline McCorniick
. I.
. V
who :
tv

1
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all-ov- er

all-ov-

tea-jack- et

'

t,

Y.'lt
A jackdaw frock for a young woman
is as stunning as it is becoming. It is

fashioned from white organdie, which
has a large black silk dot. The insertion is black val, while the yoke is of
the same lace In white.
The skirt is made with a graduated
Spanish flounce.
A belt of turquoise blue gives dis
tinction to the gown. The fabric of
the belt is velvet, and a band of the
same, with a short bow and ends, fin
ish the short puffed sleeves.
The hat worn with this black and
white costume is of blue, pink and
white.

C.

M.

BARBER

President and Manager Jnternational Auto Co..
Mr. C. M. Barber, president and
manager of the International Auto.
company of El Paso, will ship at an
early date a carload of Reo automo
biles to this city. These cars will be
handled by the Albuquerque Cycle &
Arms Co. The car will be composed
of two Reo
power touring
cars and three Reo runabouts.
power, seating two or four persons.
Mr. Barber stated this morning that
he believed that this city will soon

El

Pass.

rival El Paso iu the automobile business.
The International Auto, company of
El Paso carries a large number of
stock machines besides running a
thoroughly equipped garage, and will
supply orders from New Mexico, western Texas and Old Mexico.
R. I.. Oodson. of the Albuquerque
Cycle & Arms Co., will be manager
for the International Auto, company
in this city.

CHARMING IN VIOLET

all-ov- er

EMBROIDERIES

SiP$
SBiSa,

CLEANSED
.

WITHOUT

INJURY WITH

Jiil
4?

V
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MULE TEAM BORAX

box-pla-

A

BATHING ROBE AND SUIT

COMPLETE EDUCATION.

girl's el'ici'ifMi is most
s'i- - ha
learned

mcoii'.-unk-.-

sew
cook
menu,
be gentle,
.

value time,
dress neatly,
keep a secret
avoid Idleness

:e

self-relian-

d.trn stockings,
respect old ag.
make good bread
keep a house tidy,
be above gossiping
make home happy,
take care of the sick,
sweep down cobwebs,
marry a man for his worth,
read the very best of books,
take plenty of active exercise,
be a helpmate to her husband,
keep clear of trashy literature,
be light hearted and fleet footed,
lie a womanly woman under all
nistances. Philadelphia Inquirer

woman.

in color
and cut is of petunia lansdowne. It
la modeled from one piece, and is fitted at the waist by means of cunning
Mtle tucks. These are set In the form
of a girdle.
The robe does not meet in front,
but permits the handsome petticoat
j be seen. It is hold together by a
.couple of scarfs. One of these la at
'he bust, the other at the waist line
These are loosely knotted. The wide
ollar. the two fronts and the bottom
at the short sleeves are trimmed with
a pimple narrow embroidered edge.

I

baby-wais-

vancement of the interests of labor,
who is a strong
nellever in equal;
rights, outlined in toe New York city
Mother's club a few days ago, somej
cf the Ttasons. why an Ideal home, un-- i
der present conditions, is unobtainable.
Bishop Potter recently referred to her!
as "the ideal woman.
bhe sums up
in brief the conception of what goes
to make the idtal nome, in the follow.
ing twenty-foti- r
rules:
1. A contented mind.
2. fsen-- er
poverty nor riches Just
enough.
3. Lack
show
f pretentiousness,
and sham.
4. Simplicity of life.
5. Honesty of purpose in all things,
even the smallest.
6. Father nd mother
in
the household.
7. lather and mother equal 'guardians of the children before the law.
8. One code oi morals for man and
A graceful lounging gown

If

j

Miss Ilarriette A. Kayser, secretary
of the cuurch association for the ad-- j

!!

i

LITTLE HOME TRUTHS.

A stunning bathing suit has simple
yet well ttttlug lines. It has a princess
back and a girdled front. It is fashioned from bright blue taffeta. The
silk is of a heavy quality, made to
stand the water.
The wide collar opens over a shield
of white linen. This is embroidered
lo white, while the collar is edged
with bands of silk of a deeper shade.
The girdle Is located at the front and
starts from the sides. The
s.
bockers are of the blue silk. Tan
with blue silk stockings, complete this stunning sea costume.
The beach robe Is of a double-face- d
mohair. The outer side is of the same
blue as the bathing suit, with a bril-- I
llant plaid on the under side. It is
circular In shape and falls from the
high collar to the ground.
san-dal-

Advice or reproof does more harm
than good when It is so rudely or
roughly given that it brings humiliation or indignation.
If from your real affectionate regard
for a relative you wish to point out
to her or him an error or correct a
fault, do so as gently and as cautiously as you know how, and do not try to
correct mistakes or point out shortcomings too often, savs the Washington Star.
Give your advice in private, and always give less advice than sweet
complimentary speeches. A compliment is not less but more relished
when it comes from a member of one's
family than when It Is a tribute from
a stranger, and these signs of appreciation that you give of some dear
ones wit, wisdom or beauty are little
home truths that are ever affectionately remembered and come ever like
gentle dews to refresh the seeds of
affection and loving klndnss that are
planted In our hearts.

has a
WEDDING SUPERSTITIONS.
Portia who Is making a success of her,
A bride who finds a spider
chosen vocation. She is Esther Kuns-tieron her
aged 22. and sne has become wedding dress may consider herself
enly
In
not
hundreds,
champion for
blessed.
the ciiv iMiliie court, but In the su
The bride who dreams of fairies the
regularly
been
preme court. She nas
niMht before her marriage
will be
shinhas
a
thrice blessed.
admitted to the bar and
Rivington
street. The) If the wedding ring Is dropped durgle bung out in
girl has taken upon nerself the task, ing tde ceremony the bride ntav as
people
of the Weil wish herself unUirn, for she Will
or defending the poor
east side. If they can pay, well and a!was have III luck.
good
lr t tie bridegroom carries a miniaif they cannot pay, well and
go il
She ii becoming famous for, ture Imrseeshoe In his pocket he will
to.
She talks
always have good luck.
ruurt room repr'.ee.
manner"
No bride or bridegroom should be
Jude and Jury in a "winning
and .er witticisms keep everybody in' given a telegram on the way to church.
It is a sign of evil.
a good humor.
The east side oi New York

--

Team " Borax will wash colored fabrics with-- ,
out causing the colors to run, flanneh without shrinking, cleanse blankets, table.beJ, and personal linen, centerpieces embroidered in colors, voolen goods; in fact, every
article or fabric that requires perfsct hygienis washing.
44

20-Mu- le

A three-piec- e
costume is one of the
feminine popularities of the sultry
season. Linen dresses have an added
jacket of lace, when they are to be
worn for formal events.
In violet such a charming toilette
is fashioned.
The skirt and waist are
of linen, the bodice being delicately
embroidered in the same hue. The
tiny lace coat is of Imitation crochet
and dyed to the same tone as the linen. Conventional medallions, also in
violet, of embroidery, are the insets
used upon this jaunty coat.
The sleeves are unique with tiny
puffs from which extend long pendant
talis. These are beaded with a trio
of linen buttons, which are encircled
with linen frills.
Tho cutaway lines of the front of
the coat permit the bodice to be seen.

THE MAGIC MIRROR.
Regardless cf the disability, which
in the matter of stone throw 1114. attaches to the man In t he glass house,
residences of this material are now
suggested as a possible solution of
the housing problem. It may or may
not come, says the St. James Gazette.
What is iossible? viur dull houses
la mean streets, may get more light
and life, however, wlth:ut being w holly
built of glass. In some places on the
continent, notably in the Dutch towns,
they have a wonderfully effective contrivance. They fit up a mirror, perhaps one loot In leng'h by six leches
in width. This projects at right angle to the window casement and is
fitted uion an Iron arm By its aid
those within the ro:m 'are afforded
more light, auj they get a cinematopassing
graph pietuie of everythin
In the street.
The cost is a few shillings; the
interestin
ani

e

I

AUdnalers. Freeamp! andi!lutratiHi!)ooUlt for i nUr'imme
111.
ISurox Co., diiL-io- ,
Address Pacific Cvi-u- t

B

P. M. DAVIS
"

I
o

1

3.

All kinds of coin machines sold or placed on commission. Amusement nickel and penny machines, trade iproducers, money machines;
large profits on small Investments, investigation invited.
PENNY PARLOR, 216" .j South Second Street, Albuquerque, N. M.

Comrades,

A it en Hon!

March
To the SANTA FE Depot and get one
Right

Face-Forwar-

d

of those cheap tickets to the National
Encampment at Minneapolis Minn.
$.13.25 for the round trip.
Tickets
and 11. Final limit Sept. 1. This limit
extended until Sept. 30, by depositing ticket w
agent at MInenapolis until Sept. 3u. A fee of
For full
will be charged for this extension.
ask The Man at ticket window.

Rate

Au.

DION'T WANT TO LOSE HER.
bride and bridegroom from "up
state." went into the Savoy hotel a
day or two ago and asked for a room.
Ttiey were assigned to one on the top

'nough time gttia" that woman to
take chances on losm lur tan soon.
Kansas City Times.

-

The Milts Novdtv Comoanvs

10

A

-

7-

Agent For

rc.-11'-.t,

floor.
' Is that very hiih up?" asked the
bridegroo- ..
"It's on the top floor, but it's a
fine " tlie lerk began.
"Gimme something on the first floor
If
up.' it'.ierrup'ed the bridegroom.
they sh'jiiM le a tire or anything, I
ar' r.i trer VmIIi out I h:i,l a hard

nd 5c In stamps.

ou sale
may be
ith j nt

cents
part

T. M. PURDY, Agent.

THE

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkote Rooting

First and Marquette

Alfcuquerqae, New Mexico

JULY

SATURDAY,

21,

ALBUQUERQUE
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HOUSEHOLD
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NECESSITY
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months
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r'.fr'perator. one that
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Chunky Milk. Apply to the cow's
liag an ointment enniting of the follow inji:
Two ounces of gum camphor
and six o;incs of lard melted together
by beating. Stir unill cool and apply

preserves things, and
not require much Ice,
doe
either. All these, ancl other
are found in the
really

and let us show yen Its
advantages.
Cft.

i

J, D. EMMONS

,

PAGE SEVEN.

This Strong
Guarantee

SOME CLAIMS PAID BY THE

Panifin Mutual

if d Inonranno P.n

I

IIIUIUUI

IIIUUI UIIUU

1.11 U

WITH EVERY VEHl
CLE WE CSLU

UUI

Any
C.

V.

W. R.

Whitney

Fisher

,lie Schmtit

horses
Thousands
of
Scar.
througout the country have scars
which owners would like to eradicate.
It la not generally known that It Is
possible to remove old scar tissue by
the use of Absorbine, which will heal
with hair on and leave no blemish.
Quarter Crack
It Is advisable to
make a em at right angles to the quarinch below the hair
ter crack, one-haline. Keep the feet soft and growing
by the use of the following: One
pound of burgundy pitch, one pound
of lard, one pint of pine tar and one
pound of nnsalted bmter.

REFRIGERATORS.

CITIZEN.

"By Their Fruits Shall Ye Know Them"
UUIIIU

to the udder three times daily.

DRY AIR

BALDWIN

EVENING

r

1D06.

K. Hartline
George Konig
John- Clark
M. Riney
E. H. Bryant
A. W. iKuglas
Bob. B. Blandin
Fred Nuanes
Conrad S'umpf
.1.

.I3.fi00.00. .Total disability: Con. Etigr Btlcn.
. L.O0 00. .Death;
Engineer, San Marclal.'
!8 75. .Accident; Brewer, Albuquerque.
90 00.. Typhoid; R. H. foreman, Gallup.
50 oo. . Accident ; Pumper, Gallup.
. l.r.00.00. .Death;
Laborer. Santa Rita.
hO.nn.

.Pleurisy;

Mine Supt.,

Both 'phonea.

Corner Second street and Coal avenue.

RAILROAD
TOPICS

National League.
At St. Louis
St. Louis

'worm:
A

R.

Brooklyn
Batteries: Thompson
Eeason and Ritter.
At Pittsburg

.0
.2

'.

SCARCITY OF

Pittsburg

TRAIN OPERATORS

and

U.K.
II

0
1

drady ;

R. U.K.
,1 8 1
.3 10 1

'f. .
Philadelphia
Batteries: McFarland and Phelps;
SOUTHWESTERN, SOUTHERN PA- Lush. Sparks and Dooln.
CIFIC 4 SANTA FE NEED MEN
R.H. E.
At Chicago
WEST OF EL PASO.
.6 6 1
Chicago
3 7 2
New
ork
Batteries: Taylor and Klin g; Mat- A shortage of operators on lines
west of El Taso Is causing the rail- thewson and Bowerman.
roads no little trouble. For some time
American League.
the Santa Fe, Southern Pacific and El
R. H.E.
At Chicago
Paso & Southwestern have been bid- 3
4
ding strongly for operators. Each road Chicago
1
4
0
Is now in need of several men and Washington
Batteries: White. Patterson, Hart
finds it almost impossible to get ca- pable operators who will stay anv and Sullivan; Patten and Heyden.
R.H. E.
At New York
length of time with the job.
4
4 11
In points In Arizona the Southern Cleveland
5 10
Pacific finds it exceedingly difficult to New York
Batteries:
Hoss and Kittredge;
retain men. The same can be said of
the Santa Fe, west of Albuquerque Newton. Griffith and Kleinow.
R. H. K.
At Boston
and of the Southwestern on the west- 7
4
2
ern division. In Bisbee and other Detroit
u
3 11
points on the line operators are need-e- Boston
Batteries:
Siever and Schmidt:
There have been a number of
changes in Bisbee recently, the men (laze and Armbruster.
At Philadelphia
R. H. E.
going to Mexico and other parts of
2
6 3
the country to accept other positions. St. Ixuis
5
6 2
In Ihe past three weeks five men have Philadelphia
Ratterles:
Olade and O'Connor:
been sent from El Tao to Bisbee,
none of whom are there now. With Bender and Schreck.
Ihe three roads bidding for operators
Western League.
the wage has been slightly increased
R. U.K.
and the roads are now offering from D( At Des Moines
s Moines
2
165 to $80. $75 to $n and $7i to I'M)
ti
1
2
Denver
for operators.
Ratterles: Oillen and Towne: Ad,
ams and Znlusky.
TWIN BUTTES RAILROAD
At Omaha
R. H. E.
1
t!
2
Omaha
IS NOW FINISHED; Pueblo
o
1
8
Batteries: Sanders and Clouding:
Stimmel and Messitt.
David S. Rose,
of MilwauAt Sioux City
R. H. E.
kee, who is at the head of the Twin
3
7
2
Unties Mining company, near Tucson, Sioux City
4 12
2
,
,
Ariz., whs fn
this wwk. later Lincoln
Batteries: Corbet and Free.se. Mcreturning 10 Tucson and the ni ne.
Kay
and Zinran.
Mr. Rose went to El Paso to com- plete arrangements for shipping ore
American Association.
to the EJ Paso smelter and shipments
At Kansas City
will start next Tuesday.
His railroad, 32 miles in length, has' Louisville
been completed from TiiCHon to the Kansas Citv
At St. Paul
mine, and as there is a lot of ore on
3
St. Paul
the dump It can be hauled at once.
Indianapolis
8
Mr. Rose is on the ground supervisAt Minneapolis
ing the work in person, even to the
.".
. 4
He came out Minneapolis
railroad engineering.
14
from Milwaukee last April, Just after: Columbus
At Milwaukee
the election, and has been in the west Milwaukee
5
ever since, actively at work on his
9
mining properties. The copper in the Toledo
mine is running 10 per cent, he'says.
A Hard Lot
Mr. Rose and associates have a big
trouble to contend with, spring
irrigation ditch scheme which they of
from a torpid liver and blockaded
will operate
between Tucson and bowels, unless you
awaken them to
their mine In a short time.
their proper action with Dr. King's
New I.ife Pills; the pleasantest and
OVERLAND TRAINS COME
most effective pill for Constiuatlon.
TOGETHER IN CALIFORNIA They prevent appendicitis and tone up
The failure of the air hrakes to the system. 25c at all druggists.
work on Santa
train. No.
7 was the cause of a head-en- d
collision between overland trains Nos. 7
and 8 at Meadows station, formerly
AND CURE thk LUNC8
East Btiwanda. Thursday morning
about ! o'clock, says the San Bernardino Sun. The only thing that preWITH
vented its being the most disastrous
passenger wreck ever experienced on
this division was Ihe forethought of
Engineer D. E. Hennessey, of train
No. 7 to whistle the other train to
0NSUMPTI0N
Price
back up, and the quick response of
60c Ml. 00
FORC0UGH8an
Engineer James C. Love, of train No.
OLDS
Free Trial.
8, forcing his train backward at a
te.n miles an hour clip, when the crash
8 urea t and Quickest Cure for all
came, thus breaking much of its force.
THROAT and LUNO TROUBOnly three persons were seriously inLES, or MONEY BACK.
jured: Fireman II. R. Preston, of train
8. legs badly bruised
Walter Turner
of Randsburg,
knee Injured: Ms. '
Kaiser of Ixis Angeles, back badly
wrenched and lower extremities completely paralyzed. All of the injured
were attended by Drs. Raylis and
ir
Hazelett of this city, and sent to the
company hnsnital. Mrs Kaiser Is the
wife of a Pullman conductor.
.lue Harrison, who has hi en running,
on the Santa Fe as conductor between
Albuquerque anil San Marclal. is now
running between Albuquerque and El
,
Paso.
1

1

Santa Rita.

or

ft"

'

KILLthe COUGH

Dr. King's

Nov Discovery

.

1

.Typhoid;
Machinist. Albuquerque.
.Typhoid; Car repairer, Barelas.
2.017.1". .Death; Sec. foreman, Albuquerque.
145.70
22. 50.

Albuquerque Carriage Co
000-O0.0.,

--

F. B. SCHWENTKER,
i

Manager for New Mexico and Northern Arizona.
Room No.

1, N. T.

Armljo Building.

Saved Hit Comrade's Life.
"While returning from the Grand
at Washington
Army encampment
city, a comrade from Elgin, 111., was
takf n with cholera morbus and was rn
a critical condition," says Mr. J. E.
Houghland. of Eldon, Iowa. "1 gave
hln Chamhoerlain'g Colic, Cholera
and Diarrhoea Reiredy and I believe
it saved his life. I have been engaged for ten years In immigration
work and tiave conducted many parties to the south and west. I always
carry this remedy and have used It
many occasions."
successfully
on
Sold by all druggists.
t
Saltpeter The action of this drug
Itbica, N. V., reports a man who
is to stimulate the kidneys to greater
every
time it rains. BHse
activity and so hasten the removal of turns blue
ball fan, probably.
waste matter. It is valuable for stocking of the limbs, for skin disease, as
Twenty Year Battle.
scratches, grease heel, etc. It Is very
"I was a loser in a twenty year batvaluable for dairymen to use in wardpiles and malignant
ing off milk fever and also in case of tle with chronic
until I tried Bucklen's Arnica
Inflammation of the udder, garget and sores,
turned the tide, by curcaked 'leg. The dose for a horse Is a Salve; which
till not a trace remains,"
teaspoonful and can be given three pr ing both,
a.
four times a day. After giving for writes A. M. Bruce, of Farmville,
Ulcers. Cuts. Burns and
two weeks discontinue for a week. Best for old
The dose for the cow is a tablespoon-fu- l. Wounds. 25c at allo druggists.
"Do you think." asked the base ball
was honest In his efforts
Flatulency Wind colic follows in- fan, who good
obtain
advice, "do you think
digestion and indigestion follows sev- to
is wrong to go to n ball game on
eral other things imperfect mastica- itSunday?"
tion from defective teeth or a raven"I would hesitate a long time before
ous or greedy appetite, improper End saying
Indigestible food and irregularity in replied It was wrong for every body."
the broad minded minister.
feeding. No oat straw should be al"But can I go to a ball game and
lowed while the indigestion is weak.
be
still
a Christian?" persisted the
Salt should be given every day. The fan.
hay should be cut early in 1he bloom
if you watch the Washington
and not after it is tough and woody. or "Not
play."
Bostons
feeding
Water before
and do not let
the horse overeat on hay. A
Claima
Modest
Often Carry ttte Most
of powdered glauber salts
Conviction.
may be added to the feed until the
bowels are sufficiently relaxed.
When Maxim, the famous gun In-- ;
ventor, placed nis gun before a com-- .
Periodic Ophthalmia This d:se:i-- e mittee of Judges, he stated its carry-- i
which occurs frequently with caltle ing power to be much below what he
or horses is incurable but the eye felt sure the gun would accomplish.
may be helped if not already blind by jThe result of fhe trial therefore was
covering with a soft cloth to be kept a great surprise. Instead of disapwet all the time with a solution of one pointment.
It is the same with the
dram of sulphate of zinc and one dram manufacture of Chamberlain's Colic
of fluid evtract of belljtdona leaves Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy. They
In a quart of soft water.
When the do nnt publicly boast of all this rem-!edinflammation subsides paint the eye
will accomplish, but prefer to let
twice dally with a solution of two the users make the statements. What
grains of nitrate of silver In an ounce they do claim Is that It will positively
of distilled
water. Such animals cure diarrhoea, dysentery, pains In the
should not be used for breeding pur- stomach and bowels, and has never
poses as the disease is considered been known lo fall. For sale by all
hereditary.
druggists.
Scaly Leg in Chickens This is n
See the picnic baskets in the Mcln
parasitic trouble and is considered to tosh. Hardware company's
display
be a filth disease If parasites can be window.
called a disease. A minute parasite
l'ves and breeds under the scales of
STAGE TO JEMFZ SPRINGS
the sanks and can be easily killed by
applying any kind of grease that will
The unders'jned is prepared to
work In wider the scales. It Is usual- make trips to and from the celebratly recommended that lard and coal ol ed JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS. Any Inabout half and half be mixed to- formation
can be secured
gether and some of it rubbed onto and ifrom Georgedesired
H. Moore, No. 113 West
under the scales three times a week. Railroad avenue.
Coal oil Is too harsh and evaporates
JAMES T. JOHNSTON.
quite quickly when applied alone, it
stays on longer and does better work
merchant'tailoring"
when mixed with lard or some other
grease.
'UPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE. O. BAMOur ROUGH DRY work don't have
BINI, PROPRIETOR.
to be washed over. Imperial La.iridry
Co.
My merchant tailoring (bop la upstairs over No. 209 West Railroad aveTAKE A PLUNGE
nue, where I solicit the patronage of
the
the public. All worfc guaranteed
SWIMMING POOL.
as I have fcad fiftetn years' ex504 North Firt Street.
Cdy,
Orei
perience In the business. Suits made
10 a. m. to 10 o. "i.
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed ana
o
repaired. The specific I use will not
The picnic basket fcr sate at the injure the cloth. Indies' garments
Mcintosh Hardware eompany't store also cleaned and walking ckirtg made
ire Indispensajle for outing parties.
to order. Give tun a trial.
O. BAMBINI.
Give us your ROUGH DRY work,
Monday, and get Is back Wednesday.
A Clilzeii Classified ad is a good
Imperial Laundry Co.
invest mi nt.
f

table-spoonf-

1

"

CORNER OF FIRST STREET AND TIJERAS AVENUE.

Cri9 Biting or Wind Sucking This
Is generally the result of Indigestion
or irritation. Remove the manger and
feed box so as to prevent the horse
from getting hold of things and feed
from the floor. Give one ounce of
bicarbonate of soda, and
ounce of ground ginger in the feed
three times a day.
Sprained Tendon and Fistula If a
horse's tendon is sprung poultice the
leg with antlphloglstine, changing the
poultice as often as it lecomes dry.
Apply a stimulating liniment or caustic balsam to any enlargement that
seems to have a fistula forming. Use
dally until there Is evidence of blistering, then withhold for a few days
and begin again.
one-hal-

...

.

.

lf

The FURNITURE MAN

tott.

'
..11..
jiiny
iruien.s you as o quiwiij. a io prices, you can t beat ours
on the
same grade of goods.
Our repair shop Is In the hands of skilled men and Is equipped
all necessary appliances for doing the highest grade of repairing, iritb
ep-uuion i iu j, ii iiuuiiug uu pmiiuug. jtmg up, write or call.

30.00. .Accident;
Engineer. Albuquerque.
214.28. .Typhoid; Tel. operator, Albuquerque

.

part falllnf ty

means of defect! i
material or workman- vhip will be made rood
without expense
owner, Irrespective
1

Iron and Brass
and bomber Cart- (kafttaa.
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Column and lroa FroaU tee

Building.

mmpslrm on Mlnlnm mnd mm Machinery
Foundry east tide of railroad track.

LIVERY, SALE. FEED AND TRANSFER STABLES.
Horses and Mules Bought and' Exchanged.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CJ1TY
Second Street, between Railroad and
Coppei Avenue.

STEAM

CARPET

p.ick-In-

'Jf

aTV

1

X

Harness and
Saddles

xxxxxxxxxx
Thos. F. Keleher

what
700
want, we

aak

OILS, VARNISHES AND
BRUSHES.
Leather,
Harness,
Saddles, Lap
Dusters, Whips. Axle Oils, etc. Palmetto Roof Paint; lasts five years and
stops leaks. Caea paid for Hides and
Pelts.
408 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE.

that you give
us a cmante

to figure wit

you.
frfjuvw jr;T'1iriirfj'iftLii'fti-rtiibi S't rv;m msX
KORBER & CO., Wholesale and Retail, Albnqnerqce
&Bfe&fc.!.

J.

THIRD STREET

n

WE FILL

Meat Market

PRESCRIPTIONS

Kinds of Fresh and Salt Meats.
Steam Sausage Factory.

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE, Nf XT 10 BANK OF
COMMERCE.
o

At Consistent
Prices

EMIL KLEINWORT.
Masonic Building, North Third Street

F. G. PRATT & CO.

OXX3CXXXXX)COCJOOCXXXXXXXX3

SCREEN TIME

THE CELEBRATED

Bottled

In

Jas. Heekln & Co.'a
Granite Flour.

's

ALBUQUERQUE PLANIN8

HJllslioro

Creamery

Butter

Earth.

W. E.

with Mauger A Avery, Bo&tca

Free Delivery.
Orders Solicited.
South Second Street.

Distillers.
FRANKFORT, KY.

L. H. SHOEMAKER

MELINI & EAKIN

Furnjtnre packed and crated; gaso

General Repair Shop.
line and gas stoves repaired.
Neit to Walton's drug store, SoutU
Third street.

M. M.
Automatic Phone, 199.

PfOWCC7 BAH.KRY
WEDDING

BALLING,
CAKES

A

RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE.
LOANS.
Automatic phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Building.

T, Am
IP

Dealers in Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines, Liquors
and Cigars, place your order for
this line with us.

Lucero

TO DATE SIGNS

208 WEST SILVER AVE.

A. E. WALKER,
nam

STRONG BLOCK..

SPECLVLTY.

We desire patronage and we guar-antee first class baking.
207 South First Street. Albuquerque.
TOT 4. Q API

215-21-

Office, 321 West Gold Avenue.
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.

0. W. Strong's Sons

Proprietor.
(Successor to Balling Bros.)

SIMON

MAUGER

WOOL

Best on

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

Sole Agents.

MILL

OOOOOCOOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX)

Groceries.

Albuquerque,

213

Goods
Coffees,

Staple and Fancy

Bend.

here. Door and Window
creene made to order.

Is

Sile agents for Casino Canned

O. F. C.
WHISKEY

-

quality
price la

U

and

PAINTS,

y

u.

Bain and Old
Hickory Wagons
Spring Wagons
Guggles and
Carr ages

g

and shipping, unpacking and
setting up, and la no upstart at
the business. There la no other
Just Thornton. Both 'Phones. 6
737 South Walter Street.
9

All

m.

Third and MaxquctU

He is the

Moving,

Man.

Both Phonea

CLEAN N6

Cleans everything.

Furniture

pect

A)tiqaria,

Gnral Building Sopplies
SCREEN DOORS

GOOD
TABLE BOARD, 94 A
WEEK, AT ELITE CAFE, 120 WEST
SILVER AVENUE, CLOSE TO

t

m

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.

ELITE CAFE

i

(OOSMIIHi

Foundry and Machine Works
m. J. HALL, Proprftor
Casting ; Ore, Coal
-

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

ul

first-clas-

Albuquerque

Auto. Phone 730

INBUIfANCE.

j

UNDERTAKERS

Secretary Mutual Building AtMl
tlon. Office at 217 West Ralo4
avenue.

M.
Superintendents
Falrrlew
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.

and

MONUMENTS
101-21-

N. Second

St., Bub Phone.

NORTH THIRD STREET.

y

DRAGOIE

Dealer In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.

Groceries, Clflsre and Tobacco, M
All Kinds of Fresh Meat.
North Broadway, corner of W
lngton avenue, Albuquerque, N. M.

300

SB ES IEji 3SS EST

The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico

The live men recent 'v
at
Vacn en ch antes of
coal from
th Southwestern at that place, were
a'l discharged following a hearing at
'
Hisbee

Located on the Been

iin-ste.-

&

Santa Fe Railway

Bekn is 81 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe systemleading east and west from Chicago,
Kansas City,
and points eaet to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

The San Bernardino Sun says: The
car shed force is tn be Increase considerably in the near future, n that
the freiglit cars can be rebuilt here
instead of having to send them to San
Bernardino or Albuquerque for the
neces-ar-

of The Atchison, Topeka

Cut-o- ff

The Bclen Town and Improvement Company Own the Belcn Townsite

work

v

Of MtO

The freight wreck at Shoemaker
Thursday was nt a very nerons affair, no one being hurt and very little
damage being done.
'ars were splintered up and the track
was blockaded for about three hours.
Holding No.
for that leuirth of lime.

LL

1

1

son
Henry Richmond, the
f Machinint Harry Richmond
of the
Sanat Fe shops at NeedUs. met Irs
death In the niiiddv water of the Col
orado river. The lad was fishing on,
'he bank of the river when the wiring waters ate the ground from be- math h tu atul with the caving batik
the bey slipped into the flood. Tie;
h'pmn are
for the bedv audi
though ifce river has been 'hi,ro;mhly
Kei'che for some d stance no trace of
had be, n found ut, to 2'. )" '(' e
TIi nr.-- a v afternoon.

fe

e

Mei

lot

2CH42 feet. laid cot with rod 80 and
itrteta, with elleys 20 feet wide, w'th beautiful lake end public park and grand old ekede trees; nubile school koase. eoe-ehurchee, Commercial club; a population cf 1.E00 lstabiuntt; largest percentile establishments In New Meilco; the Belen Patent Roller mill, capacity, lift barrel! dally; largo winery; uree hotel.
c.
1,
inKplng polct for
Belen It the larg-- ;
cur. wteat. wine, leans and hay to Central New Mexico. Its lmportsnce as a great commercial railroad city lathe near future cannot
estimated

EAST LIMITED EXPRESS. MAIL ANP

70-to-

WEIGHT TRAINS OP THE 8ANT4 FC ROUTE W.LL GO OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST AND

cCered are In the center cf the eity. well graded, (many cf them Improved by rcltlvatlon) ; no sand or grsvel.
stop, eie . ee. AUo a Crst class modern hotel.

lad wo4 yard, drag sure. barae

We need

rt-e!s-

e

bakery, tailor

ii

WHT, NORTH

DEEDS.

The Belen Town and Improvement Company
WM. M.

JOHN BECKER, President

AND 10UTH,

bop. shoe aoase Jeweler, plnmblag ekoi. alaatr.3

CUR PWCES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU WMH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST IOTS TO

,

I

tntlneti and residence lots, tlie

IMWi
teiUinats,

BERGER, Secretary

M

ALBUQUERQUE

.'PAGE EIGHT.

LOCAL AND

PERSONAL
DAY AND WEATHER.

Fa r tonight and Sunday.
ARRIVAL

THERE'S

FOOT-COMFO-

FOR YOU

RT

All pawwenper

day.

OF TRAINS.

trains an' on Hint'

to-

Andrews went to Simla Ve
,
last nlsht.
Regular meeting of the l',. A. R
st Odd Fellows hall.
Mr. and Mrs. J B. Mavo will leave
tonight for Los Angeles nm Pacific
coast resorts.
Mrs. Ky C. Wfliitson of the W'hitsou
Vegas
Mimic company went to la
yesterday morning.
Major W. H. H. Uewellyn. rnited
States attorney, left last night for a
visit to El Paso, Texas.
P. N. Coffin of the American Inmlif r
niillH has returned from a short trip
east. His wife was with him.
About eighty persons attended the
Lutheran picnic at Camp (Hencoe In
Ilcar'canyon Thursday. All report a
jolly time.
B. F. Perea and son Mux, of Ber
nalillo, were in the city today on busi
ness. They will return home tonight,
driving overland.
Mrs. Susan Ilea and daughter, who
were guests or Mr. and Mrs. V. O.
l.acey, left yeBterday for their home
at Marysville, Kas.
with
John Maher, connected
the
Santa Fe here, left yesterday for the
Pecos, where he will hunt for bear
and other big ganie. He will be absent
about three weeks.
L. W. Galles, representing the State
IJfe Insurance company of Indiana,
returned to the city this morning from
a business
rlp of a couple of weeks
duration in El Paso.
The Ladies' Aid society of the Pres
byterian church most heartily extend
their thanks to all those who by donation and patronage helped to make
their church shower such a grand
Deb-mit-

L3W SHOES THEY ARE MADE TO PIT THE
IN OUR STVL
FOOT CORE:riY. AND GIVE THE WEAK THAT ALWAYS SATISFIES

$i.7j 8JY3 A MEN'S OR WOMEN'S OXFORD, MADE OF FINE
DONGOLA. WlTM FLEXIBLE SOLES. A SPLENDID LOW SHOE
FOR EVERYDAY WEAR.
CALF
YOU A FINE VICI KID OR VELOUR
$2.25 WILL
EITHER FOR
OXFORD. WITH LIGHT OR EXTENSION SOLES.

GT

,
MEN OR WOMEN.
AND
MEN'S
.S0 TAKES OUR FINEST GRADE OF
$3 TO
WOMEN'S LOW SHOE3. IN VELOUR CALF, VICI KID AND
GU.. METAL THEY ARE EXTRA SNAPPY STYLES, AND UN-

EXCELLED IN WEAR.
OUR PATENT KID AND PATENT COLT OXFORDS FOR MEN
', AND WOMEN, RANGE FROM $2.50 TO V. THEY WILL DELIGHT
YOU IF YOU WANT SOMETHING EXTRA DRESSY.

SAUCES AND CONDIMENTS.
When purchased at F. F. Trotter's
grocery store, are aure to bring the
right flavor to all dishes Into which
they enter. This Is because we always procure the best manufactured.
We Had out first what brands are reliable and personally guarantee them.

F. F. TROTTER
No.

118 and 120 8outh Second

street.

ht

T. Y. MAYNARD

Co.

Hickox-Maynar- d

New Mexico's

Leading

Jewelers

SOUTH 8ECOND STREET.

THE ARCH FRONT.

ALBUQUERQUE

CO.

HARDWARE

Fourth and Railroad Avenue

HARQWARL
hfARNESS
SADDLES
CHINA
GLASSWARE
PLUMBING
TINNING

other eastern cities. They expect to
be absent from the city aboi.t three
weeks.
Lieutenant I. wis arrived
Fort
Wlngate today, and has arrunned for
the two troops of cavalry which will
arrive here tomorrow on a practice
march to Colorado, to camp near the
brewery.
P. F. McCanna, manager
of the
twenty-sixtterritorial fair, is ex
pected to arrive in the city tonight
on No. 1, after an extended trip over
the states In search of attractions for
fair week.
Miss Virginia' M. McCarthv. a well
known school teacher. Is in, the city.
Miss McCarthy was at Bernalillo at
tending the Sandoval county teachers'
institute. The lady returned to Bernalillo this afternoon.
There will be a meeting uT Benefit
lodge No. 2, A. O. U. W., next Mon
day night, July 23, for the purpose of
installing officers. All members are
requested to be present. Visiting
brothers are always welcome. Refreshments will be served.
The Consolidated Liquor company
today received several carloads of high
class wines, cordials and brandies,
from California, and these desiring
such wet goods can rely on getting
something real nice and pure, by seeing the Consolidated Liquor company
people.
n
J. 11. Holman, the
en
gineer, came In from Bisbee, Ariz.,
this morning, being called here by the
serious illness of his wife, who Is an
inmate of the St. Joseph's sanitarium,
sutTering with diabetes. The many
friends of the latter will be pleased to
learn that she Is reported consider
ably better today.
Juhtlce Reese Beddow of fiullup
spent yesterday In the city and re
turned home last night. Mr. Beddow
says that the Carbon city has been the
victim of a bogus paper artist recently, giving the name of L.. E. Whitney.
John Arm, a barber and well known
sporting man of Gallup, got one bad
chock from Whitney, to which had
U,
been forged the name of Hon.
Fergusson of Albuquerque.
representing the
C. H. Taveuer.
Newspaper
Enterprise association
with headquarters at San Francisco,
la hero today Investigating the Socorro earthquake.
He called at the of
fice of The Evening Cltlaen and has
discovered that sensational corres
pendents, from 175 to 200 mlle3 from
Socorro, are responsible for the untruthful reports. He has so notified
his people that the reports were all
magnified, and that It will take more
than an earthquake to do any great
damage to Socorro.
Yesterday, In a small local para
graph, The Evening Citizen stated that
Dr. A. L. Mahaffey, who has a room at
No. Dos North Second street, was sui
fering- with a cancer of the stomach
This is a mistake; the doctor is sui
fering with a cancer of the caecum
well-know-

l.

ALBUQUERQUE

GO.

HARDWARE

Fourth and Railroad Avenue

THE

EVERITT

ANNUAL

Diamond

Palace

RAILROAD
Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glasj, Clocks. Silverware.
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

AVE.
We in rue

300 Pairs of Trousers Reduced

Fra-terna-

-

GREAT CLEARANCE SALE
Is Now in Progress

All Pants worth up to 52.50,
All Pants worth up to $5.30 a

--

!)

j

$J

5
5

That is the order from headquarters, and
it, this order will surely be obeyed.
J.

STETSON.

B.

OO HATS.

S3 9
Worth it o'l to

No

if low prices will do

Here is where prices talk.

TIGER HATS,

ALL OTHER HATS.
$1 M)
Worth .$2.60 to $3.5o.

$2 yo

J3.

Worth $3.50.

in this sale. We need room and we need cash,
and we are quoting prices that will undoubtedly gives us both.
half-heartedne-

ss

Simon Stern, the Railroad Ave. Clothier

4

Take Sunday dinner at the Colum

bus.

The Golden Rule Clothing Store
The

doing to the mountains Sunday? We
will loan you a folding pocket kodak.

Houston,

205

West Railroad avenue.
o

Store for Style, Service and Saving

The picnic baskets for sale at the
Mcintosh Hardware company's tor
are Indispensable foi outing parties.

o
FOR
THE
YOURS
TAKIN- GFREE LUNCH AT THE WHITE

Fail Not to Attend Our New Clothing Store During Our

See the picnic baskets in the Mcin
tosh Hardware company's display
,
window.

$100,000.00

Frionsfceeri rhirWen mnst lumh find
cream pie are a few items to be on the
bill of fare at the Columbus hotel tomorrow for dinner.

PAPER HANGING

Reduction Sale

AND PAINTING.

done promptly
satisfactorily.
Contracts taken,
lyave orders at 714 West Tljeras ave
nue.
W. F. WARDWELL.
All kinds of work

and

IMPORTED
BRAU.

ON

o

MUNCHEN
DRAUGHT,
AT

WHITE ELEPHANT.

HOF-

BIG BARGAINS IN MEN'S AND BOYS' WEAR

-

THE

YOURS
FOR
THE
TAKIN- GFREE LUNCH AT THE WHITE EL
EPHANT.

TONIGHT! TONIGHT! TONIGHT!
FREE LUNCH AT THE WHITE
ELEPHANT.

I

o

The picnic baskets for sale st tHe
Mcintosh .Hardware company's store
are indispensable for outing parties.

HAHN & CO.
LOST, STRAYED OR STOLEN

dark bay horse, white lip. branded
J. A." on hip, large barred circle on
shoulder, chafed on neck, back and
body.
Return to Mrs. E. K. Norris,
east end of viaduct, and receive re
ward.
A

oV

SON'S

Whitney Company

Alaska Refrigerators,
White Mountain Freezers,
Blue Flame Oil Stoves,
Gasoline Stoves.
Lawn and Garden Tools

PROSPECTIVE BUILDERS.
Rehiember, Eureka U the only lime
sold here that will not pop, crack or
blister in the wall. See that it Is
specified ia vour contract.

CHICKERING

'1
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o

FEE'S GOOD COLD ROOT BEER.
WALTON'S DRUG STORE.

V

i

Wholesale Distributers: McCormick Mowers, Rakes and Harvesting Machinery. Birdsell Wagons, Mead Hay Presses, as
Winchester Rifles, Shot Guns and Ammunition.

PIANOS?

YES

We sell 'em. Also the Everett, Kim- hall, and several other makes. We
Invite you to compare our prices with
other
just as good" pianos,
handled by other firms. The percentage will be to our credit.
We don't handle the largest line of
talking machines and records on
earth, but we have the most select.
Watch for the Peerless Electric pianos. Respectfully, yours for business. THE WHITSON MUSIC CO.
"so-calle-

113,

if 5, U 7

40 J, 403 North First Street

Sooth First Street

2

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

TOO LATE
POK KENT

FOR CLASSIFICATION.
hive room cottage, fur
niture, complete with piano. Also

other rooms. Apply east end of viaduct. Mrs. E. K. Norris.
FOR RENT New four room frame
bouse, $15.00. 1217 South Hroadway.

i
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Former Price $1.50 to $1.75

Mandell's on Kailroad
avenue, between First and Second
streets. Hours from 8 to 12 a. m., 1:30
to 5 p. m. Auto 'phone 203.

SPECIAL PRICE $1 EACH

Dr. Williams has practiced his profession In Ias Vegas for the past

Dr.B.ft.Williams
.DENTIST.

'

twin i iJ TJ

MA

seventeen years.
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& COMFANY

Sole Agents for the BURLINGTON OUTING BASKETS
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See Display
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TICKETS

trJCJ

Successors to E. J. POST

Office over

22

Slaughtered

Sell Every Hat in the Store During the Green Tag Sale

Announce that following the departPatterson, heretofore
ure of Geo.
leader of their boys' band, the latter
will be conducted by
organization
Prof. Jas. Devine. Prof. Devine taught
and led to a high state of efficiency
the boys' band of the I'nlted States
Indian school at Phoenix. Arizona, and
he will undoubtedly do as much for
Learnard & f.indamann's boys' band.
The boys will be given instruction
twice per week, on stated days, and a
night class will be formed for the
benefit of those boys who find the day
hours Inconvenient. The boys have
already attained to a knowledge of
music highly encouraging and which
augurs well for the future success of
the band as a musical organisation In
which Albuquerque will take pride'.

t M i i i I I l t li I t It 1

E. LWASHBURNCO.lIi

.2
pair, now. .$3
.

Suits

You will never, never have a chance to buy them as cheap again

& LINDEMANN

50 WASH SUITS FOR BOYS
21 to 9 Years

19
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Outing

BUY YOUR CLOTHES THIS WEEK

TONIGHTI TONIGHT! TONIGHTI
FREE LUNCH AT THE WHITE
ELEPHANT.

IVES, THE FLORIST.

I

now

All Pants worth up to $4 a pair, now.

i i'RDV.
Agent A. T & S F. Ry.
o
Get a good dinner at tlie Columbus
hotel on Sunday.

T. F..

FRESH CUT FLOWERS.

Sailor or Russian Blouse

190fl.

FOR THE GREEN TAG SALE Making bar
atns never to be equaled iu Albuquerque. We
haven't sold nearly as many outing suits us we
should; we have a handsome line, too, but some
way, we must have bought too many. We are
going to soil these suits at any old price going
sell them to cheap that it will pay you to buy
for two seasons ahead. Read this:
Any Outing Suit, worth $10 to $12
73
Any Outing Suit, worth $15, now
JIO 75
Any Outinq Suit, worth $18, now ....813 75

tiki II effC.

1

LEARNARD

100

FOR THE GREEN TAG SALE So tnat you
ran save from v I to 13 on a pair.
New
lines
coming in next season (ii imi.ts us to close out
the lot we bought last spring.'
All sizes and
kinds hundreds of tfW".u quoted at less than
the price of th- - l h Tr.e Green Tag Sale has

Session, Grand . Aerie,
Order of Eagles. Milwaukee, Wis., August 14 to 18.
F. r tne above occasion the Santa
Fe will sell tlckels to Milwaukee for
JI7.J0 for the round trip. Tickets on
sale August 11. li and 13. !':. Final
limit. August 2.1.
Annual

JULY 21,

Throughout this sale this store has lead in making unmatched prices
on new summer goods. This week's bargains is further proof that we
reduce prices again and again to keep this reputation.

EAGLES.

OF

MEETING

SATURDAY,

THIS WONDERFUL
Third and Last Week OF
GREEN TAG SALE

POSITIVE CURE FOR MANGE ON
Dr. J. E. Kraft, the dentist, accom HORSES OR DOGS PHENO CHLO- SOUTH
panied by his daughter. Miss Orbelle, R0. E. W. FEE,
will leave tonight
for Chic-i.nand FfttST STREET.

ni

DURING THE DULL SEASON IS WHEN WE HAVE THE TIME TO
REPAIR YOUR WATCH OR CLOCK, AND GIVE IT THE
EST AND BEST ATTENTION. RrNG US UP AND WE WILL CALL
- FOR THE CLOCK.
WATCHES ENTRUSTED TO OUR CARE ARE
PLACED IN VHS VAULT EVERY NIGHT. ON WOivK FROM OUT
OF TvWN, WE PAY EXPRESS CHARGES ONE WAf. TRY US.

The

Involving the appendix and head of
the colon, and Just as soon as he can
stand another operation, the first being made to locate the trouble, ht. will
again submit to the knife. He feels
very cheerful this afternoon: Is Improving right alon and believes that
In a short time he will be able to undergo another treatment In the hopi;
of cutting out the cancer.
Darjlng stockings .s disagreeable
work most any time, but mucn more
''o during the hot season. You can
avoid a good deal oi tills by buying
ur "Black Cat'' hosiery, because it
wears so well For men. women nnfl
children, prices range from 12'c to
Hoc. C. May's
sihv store. 314 West
Railroad avfnue.

602-60-

GEO. W. HICKOX.

CITIZEN

EVENING

215 West Railroad Avenue

li
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